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Established in 1901 under a Trust Deed signed by Andrew Carnegie, the income
generated by his original endowment is to “be applied towards the improvement
and expansion of the Universities of Scotland” and “rendering attendance at these
Universities and the enjoyment of their advantages more available to the deserving and
qualified youth of that country to whom the payment of fees might act as a barrier”.
For over a century the Trust has fulfilled these aims – by funding student fees,
scholarships and bursaries, and through the award of research grants. Operating
across all academic disciplines the Trust encourages wider access to higher education
and supports high quality scholarships and research in all the Scottish universities.
Figure 1: Andrew Carnegie
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Chair’s Introduction

Chair’s Introduction

Figure 2: Dame Anne Glover,
Chair

The year to September 2016 was another excellent
one for the Trust. Details of our student support and
research grant schemes can be found in the pages of
this report – along with examples of the projects and
individuals benefiting from our awards. Overall we
distributed 339 grants to a total of nearly £2.5 million.

We also award an annual prize, in the form
of the Robertson Medal, to the best candidate
for a Carnegie PhD Scholarship. I greatly
enjoyed presenting this year’s medal to Damien
Anderson of the University of Strathclyde. All
of our medallists have wonderful career and
education stories to tell and Damien was no
exception.
We have seen some departures from our
Board of Trustees and some new faces. Many
thanks go to Lady Janet Balfour, Lord Wilson
of Tillyorn and Ms Eileen Mackay for their many
years of service to the Trust. I was very pleased
to welcome as new Trustees: Lord Eassie,
Dr Alison Fielding, Mr Donald MacDonald,
Dr Sandy Nairn and Ms Sara Parkin. I was also
able to welcome two new Principal Trustees:
Professor Sally Mapstone (University of St
Andrews) and Professor Richard Williams
(Heriot-Watt University), replacing Professor

Louise Richardson and Professor Steve
Chapman, respectively, whose support of the
Trust was greatly appreciated.
Towards the end of the year, preparations were
put in place for a special Trustees’ discussion
day with the aim of developing the longer
term strategy for the Trust. This event went
ahead at the start of October and I greatly look
forward to reporting on the outcomes of those
discussions and the consequential actions
arising in my comments next year.
The social and political environment in which
we operate is changing constantly. We are
committed to continuing to deliver the wishes of
Andrew Carnegie in as flexible and as timely a
way as possible to support the future success
and impact of our scholars and universities.
Dame Anne Glover DBE, FRSE, FASM

List of Benefactors
Name

Value

Description

Norman Excell

£5,000

Legacy – Fee repayment, Glasgow, Science 1943-44

John A Hamilton

£8,000

Fee repayment, Glasgow, Medicine, 1950-55

Alan Geoffrey Hill

£2,000

Legacy – PhD scholarship, St Andrews 1955-57

Margaret Heddleston
Farquhar Core

£1,009

Legacy, re father William Core, fee repayment,
Edinburgh 1901-06

Henry MacAnespie

£1,000

Fee repayment, Glasgow 1960-61

Allan G Nicol

£50

Fee repayment, Strathclyde, Law 1976-78

Margaret Mullo Weir

£10,000

Legacy – her husband & his 4 siblings had fee
assistance grants; two previous legacies from the family

A C Boswell

£120.00

Fee repayment, Glasgow, Science 1935-40, 1941-42

CAF (James Williamson)

£626.40

Fee repayment

Gift aid claim for the year

£2,292.50

Based on total eligible donations in year £9,170
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Secretary’s Report
I am delighted to report a very successful year for the Trust, despite
a few challenges in the office. We ended the period with our full
complement of highly effective staff driving forward the mission of the
Trust with enthusiasm and able to look back at the year’s achievements
with satisfaction. Thanks also go to Daniella Bolle who was seconded by
the University of Stirling to assist us for a few months in Spring – a key
period in our grant cycles.
Despite the current financial uncertainties,
our accounts (presented toward the end of
this Report) show that we have been able to
maintain our expenditure whilst realising a
modest overall surplus. During the year we
have continued to develop our grant portfolio,
including the selection and administration
procedures. Details of these processes,
the awards being made and examples of
projects can be found in the Activity Report,
immediately following.

Trustee Retirements and Appointments
Following the Annual General Meeting in May
of this year, three long-standing Trustees stood
down: Lady Janet Balfour of Burleigh, Lord
Wilson of Tillyorn, and Ms Eileen A Mackay.
All three have given outstanding service to the
Trust and will be greatly missed by the other
Trustees and staff.
Five new Trustees were appointed in the
course of the year: Lord Eassie, Dr Alison
Fielding, Mr Donald MacDonald, Dr Sandy
Nairn, and Ms Sara Parkin. The Trust is
very fortunate to have the support of an
outstanding set of Trustees.
This year we also welcomed two new Principal
Trustees: Professor Richard Williams, who took
up his position as Principal & Vice-Chancellor
of Heriot-Watt University in September 2015
and Professor Sally Mapstone, Principal
& Vice-Chancellor of the University of St
Andrews, from September 2016. We wish the
departing Principals every success in their new
endeavours: Professor Steve Chapman, now
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Vice-Chancellor of Edith Cowan University,
Western Australia, and Professor Louise
Richardson who is Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Oxford.
Further details about all our Trustees can be
found at the end of this Report.

Grants and Scholarship
In the course of the year 2015-16, the Trust
distributed £2.4m in grants and awards – a
similar level to the previous year.
We were able to fund 81 undergraduate
students through tuition fee assistance and
supplementary grants. This figure is a little
up on last year (74) and corresponds to
awards in support of the limited number of
Scottish resident students who, under special
circumstances, do not qualify for Scottish
Government funded places.
Undergraduate students have also been
supported through the award of 70 Vacation
Scholarships and, once again, 100 bursaries
were allocated to the Scottish universities for
students undertaking taught master’s degrees.
During the year, 70 Research Incentive
Grants, to a total value of £407,778, and
9 Collaborative Research Grants, totalling
£419,971, were made to academics in Scottish
universities. In addition, we have supported
45 PhD Scholarships plus 2 Carnegie
Professorships. Further details on all these
schemes are presented later.

Secretary’s Report

Research Grant Arrangements
This was the second year of operation of the
Trust’s revised research grant arrangements.
The Research Incentive Grants continued to
be very popular with 236 applications in the
course of 2015-16. Some adjustments were
made to the Collaborative Grants scheme
following an exceptionally high number of
applications last year. As detailed in the 201415 Annual Report, the community was asked
to focus on a number of strategic priorities. As
a result applications came down to 84 in total
– still leaving the scheme very competitive.
Academics across Scotland (and more widely)
have continued to be very supportive in
offering their services as Carnegie Research
Assessors – providing peer reviews of
research grant applications and populating
the selection committees at which final award
decisions are reached. This assistance is
greatly appreciated by the Trust.
In the course of the year the Trust has been
notified of 81 research publications by grant
holders, including first results published by
holders of a Research Incentive Grant and by
some of our PhD Scholars.

Figure 4: Damien Anderson receiving the Robertson Medal
from Professor Dame Anne Glover

The first book resulting from a Research
Incentive Grant has also been published.
Critical Art in Contemporary Macedonia
(Skopje: Mala Galerija, 2016) by Jonathan
Blackwood (Robert Gordon University)
aims to provide a comprehensive survey
of contemporary art practice in Macedonia
and the problems faced by artists in a postsocialist society in transition. The publication
was launched at the Mala Gallery, Skopje,
in September 2016 and an accompanying
exhibition will be held at Gray’s School of
Art, Aberdeen, in November 2016 and at
Summerhall in Edinburgh during 2017.

University and other Visits
It is always a great pleasure to take up
opportunities to visit the universities.

Figure 3: Book cover: Critical Art in Contemporary Macedonia

In February 2016, Patricia Krus and I
accompanied Dame Anne Glover to present
the 2015 Robertson Medal – awarded to that
year’s best candidate for a Carnegie PhD
Scholarship. On this occasion, the recipient
was Damien Anderson, a computer science
researcher at the University of Strathclyde,
whose work focuses on artificial intelligence
programming, designed to respond to
unpredictable situations. Damien, who is
from Coatbridge, started his studies at the
City of Glasgow College before moving to the
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University of Strathclyde to complete a degree
in Software Engineering. Principal Sir Jim
McDonald also attended the presentation and
congratulated Damien on his success, ahead
of Dame Anne completing the presentation of
the medal.
In April, Diane Stewart and I were invited
to give a presentation to staff at Edinburgh
Napier University, updating them on the Trust’s
research grants schemes. This proved a
well-attended event, stimulating some useful
discussion.
And on 16 September I attended a screening
of the film Hula, at the Edinburgh Filmhouse.
This short film was produced and directed by
Robin Haig as part of her MFA in Advanced
Film Practice run by the Screen Academy
Scotland (Edinburgh Napier University
and Edinburgh College of Art). Robin was
supported on her postgraduate course
by a Carnegie-Cameron Bursary from the
Trust. Hula, starring Blythe Duff (Taggart,

Figure 6: PhD Scholars Day 22 January

The James Plays), won Best Drama at the
BAFTA Scotland New Talent Awards 2016.
She had previously been nominated for Best
Director and Best New Work for Dear Dad
a documentary about reconciliation with her
deer-stalker father.

Scholars’ Day
On Friday 22 January we ran a Scholars Day
at Andrew Carnegie House, Dunfermline. A
total of 43 current and former PhD Scholars
attended, including two alumni – Dr Sarah
Anderson and Dr Patrycja Kupiec – who
ran a session on public engagement for
researchers. Sarah now works for the Beltane
Network for Public Engagement, whilst
Patrycja is an Events Officer, supporting the
Schools programme at the Royal Society of
Edinburgh. Also joining the event were three of
our Trustees. Subsequently, attendees visited
the Carnegie Birthplace Museum where they
were able to view the house in which Andrew
Carnegie was brought up and the associated
exhibition.

Other Activities

Figure 5: Hula film poster, directed by Robin Haig –
Screening Filmhouse Edinburgh 16 September 2016
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November 2015 saw the launch of an
exhibition entitled The City is a Thinking
Machine, exploring the relevance of Scottish
botanist and town planner Sir Patrick
Geddes to contemporary urban planning
and design practices. Based on research led
by Dr Lorens Holm (University of Dundee)
and held at the University of Dundee, the

Secretary’s Report

exhibition showcased material drawn from
the Geddes Archives, much of it had never
been exhibited or published before. It aimed
to evaluate Geddes’ thinking at a time when
city regions are under increasing pressure to
accommodate new populations without losing
sight of their natural heritage and sustainability.
A recipient of a Carnegie Research Grant,
Professor James Hunter (University of
the Highlands and Islands), presented his
research, on the Clearances and subsequent
migration to Canada of Scottish crofters, at
the Edinburgh International Book Festival
in August. The event, which was sold out,
highlighted his book Set Adrift Upon the
World: The Sutherland Clearances, (Edinburgh:
Birlinn, 2015).

at Smithycroft Secondary school in Glasgow,
discussing the Union and in particular the
relationship between insular communities (the
Orkney and Shetland islands, the Isle of Man
and the Channel Islands) and the Scottish
and English kingdoms of which they were a
part. Subsequent feedback from the students
showed their enthusiasm on discovering that
a topic they are studying in school is being
researched at university and that academics
are not all male and elderly! Dr Cathcart
currently holds a Carnegie Research Incentive
Grant.

Figure 8: Dr Alison Cathcart – Explorathon’16, 30 September
European Researchers Night

Figure 7: James Hunter & Myrna Kostash: From the Clearances
to Canada Edinburgh Book Festival 2016, 15 August 2016

The evening of 30 September 2016 was
designated European Researchers’ Night
Scotland: Explorathon ’16, a series of public
events showcasing Scottish researchers
and funded by the European Commission
under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions
Programme. Several Carnegie grant holders
took part in talks, workshops and practical
experiments, around the country.

Also as part of Explorathon ’16, Dr Anita
Quye, Senior Lecturer in the History of Art at
the University of Glasgow (another Carnegie
Research Incentive Grant holder), presented
an event titled: Crinolines, Coal Tar and the
Colourists at the University Library, Glasgow.
Looking at the world-changing synthetic dye
industry – a fusion of innovation, chance and
entrepreneurship led by 19th century chemists
and dyers – Dr Quye revealed how science
and technology transformed the industrial
coal tar waste of Victorian Britain into colourful
synthetic dyes, kick-starting the foundation of
modern organic chemistry along the way. The
evening, which was sold out, included tours
of the University’s Special Collection relating
to the topic of the lecture. The audience took
home a citizen science experiment to see
the damaging effect of light on the coal-tar
dye magenta, demonstrating why museums
control exhibition lighting.

Dr Alison Cathcart of the University of
Strathclyde held an interactive History class
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Carnegie Medals of Philanthropy

Figure 9: Dr Anita Quye showing dye samples during
Explorathon ‘16

Earlier in the year (May 2016) another one of
our Research Incentive Grant holders – Dr
Anne Crilly (University of the West of Scotland)
– held an event for secondary school students
on how dysfunctions in the immune system
can have an impact on bone health and the
development of arthritis. The venue was the
Institute of Biomedical and Environmental
Health Research at the University of the West
of Scotland.

Figure 10: Dr Anne Crilly (back row second from left) and
team
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Finally, I am pleased to report that the
Trust continues to work with the Carnegie
Corporation of New York and the global
family of Carnegie organisations on the
recognition of individuals who, through their
philanthropic giving, demonstrate the spirit
of Andrew Carnegie in the modern world. In
this connection, I continue to serve on the
Selection Committee for the Carnegie Medals
of Philanthropy. The next in the biennial series
of award ceremonies will be held in New York,
October 2017.

Professor Andy Walker
Secretary and Treasurer

Activity Report

Activity Report
The Trust supports students and researchers in the Scottish universities
through a portfolio of grants open to undergraduate or postgraduate
students and academic staff. The following sections provide an overview
of the awards made and report on the progress of existing awards during
the financial year under review.

Summary Statistics for 2015-16

628

339

applications
received

15

awards
made

universities
supported

16%

Distribution
of amounts
awarded

37%

17%

3%
6%

17%
4%

£400,000

Carnegie Cameron Bursaries

£89,325		

Vacation Scholarships

£407,778

Research Incentive grants

£419,971

Collaborative Research Grants

£72,350		

Centenary Professorships

£909,846

PhD Scholarsips

£153,537

UG Fee Assistance
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Applications numbers and success rates
Scheme

Applications
received

Awards
made

Success
rate

Undergraduate Fee Assistance

102

81

79%

Vacation Scholarships

145

70

48%

Carnegie Cameron Bursaries*

454

93

20%

57

14

25%

236

70

30%

84

9

11%

4

2

50%

PhD Scholarships
Research Incentive Grants
Collaborative Research Grants
Centenary Professorships

* Applications for the Carnegie-Cameron Bursaries made directly to the Scottish universities

Gender split of awards in the research funding schemes
PhD Scholarships





44%

Applied

4%

50%

1%

39%

Applied

61%

44%

Awarded

56%

Applied
Centenary Professorships	

100%

	

100%

Awarded
0%

Male

8

54%
49%

Awarded



47%

42%

Applied
Research Incentive Grants	

Collaborative Research Grants

10%

53%

Awarded



46%

Female

25%

50%

N/A

75%

100%
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Undergraduate Funding
Undergraduate Fee Assistance provides scholarships to
students ineligible for government funding due to prior
study or residency status. Vacation Scholarships aim to
promote and develop research skills and experience in
Scotland’s undergraduate students.

151
awards
made

Figure 11: Vacation Scholar Dana Druka, University of Aberdeen

Undergraduate Funding

Undergraduate Fee Assistance
through the Special Supplementary Fund
which helps with living and study costs.

This year, the number of awards under the
Undergraduate Fee Assistance scheme
increased slightly with 81 grants awarded to
students attending twelve Scottish universities,
up from 74 in the previous year. The highest
number of awards was to the University of
Dundee (15 awards), followed by Abertay
University (14 awards). Of the students funded
in 2015-16, 32% received further support

In 2016, fifteen students previously supported
by the Trust, graduated from universities
such as University of Aberdeen, University
of the Highlands and Islands, University of
Strathclyde, University of Stirling and University
of Dundee.

Key statistics 2015-16

81

awards
made

96%

56%

of students
studying
full-time

32%

of awards
to female
students

£11,746

of students
received additional
hardship grants

average annual
income of
award holders*

* This figure is based on the annual income before income tax.

Undergraduate fee assistance grants by university
Aberdeen

3

Abertay

14

Dundee

15

Glasgow

10

Glasgow Caledonian

6

Heriot-Watt

3

Highlands & Islands

6

Queen Margaret

1

Robert Gordon

2

Stirling

5

Strathclyde

10

West of Scotland

6
0

5

10

15 students graduated in 2016

10

15
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AWARD HOLDER INTERVIEW
David Moffat, 3rd year student in Architectural Studies,
University of Strathclyde
I’ve always been a creative and artistic person. Watching TV
programmes such as Grand Designs got me interested in
buildings. After studying Biology, I switched to interior design.
From there, I applied to study architecture at the University of
Strathclyde and I am currently on my placement year working
for ZM Architecture in Glasgow. I particularly like the works
Figure 12: David Moffat in Ghent
of Le Corbusier for his use of reinforced concrete and simple
geometric shapes. I also love the use of timber in buildings, having used timber in many of my
university projects and winning an award for it.
In 2015-16, I spent one semester in Belgium as an Erasmus student which was the most
enjoyable and rewarding experience to date. Living in a different city in the European continent
definitely allowed me to become more independent and grow as a person. I met many new
people and learned to love a new and fascinating culture – including beer and waffles! The
exchange has made me more aware of the world around me and of new cultures, people and
experiences.
After graduation I’d like to work in an architectural practice in a large city on the European
continent. Ultimately, I can’t wait for the day that I can develop a project from start to finish that
has a positive impact on the people using it and the environment surrounding it.

AWARD HOLDER INTERVIEW
Duygu Gunes, BSc in Biomedical Sciences,
Glasgow Caledonian University. Graduated in 2016
I came to the UK from Turkey with no English and completed
two years of high school before studying Biomedical Science. I
have now graduated with a First Class Honours along with a Best
Overall Performance Award. I am the first one in the family to go
to university which played a big part in making the decision to go
to university.

Figure 13: Duygu Gunes

The most rewarding part of my studies was the graduation and
obtaining a First Class Honours. Seeing everybody achieve their goals and dreams and to be
able to celebrate with everyone was the best experience I’ve had so far. The most challenging
part was studying till late during exam times at the end of the year.
Shortly after graduation, I was offered a job and I am now working as an associate scientist
for BioReliance, a company which provides testing and manufacturing services to the
pharmaceutical industry. In the future, I would like to be involved in projects worldwide so I can
try and make a difference by helping others.
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AWARD HOLDER INTERVIEW
Peter Sumner, BSc Marine & Freshwater Biology,
University of Glasgow. Graduated in 2016
Peter, can you tell us a little bit about yourself, and what
made you decide to go to university?
I’m 31 and from an early age I always had a fascination with
nature and science. When I finished high school I decided to
study healthcare but eventually decided to abandon my degree
as I didn’t feel any passion for the subject. I got a full-time job
to support myself and after a while I was able to afford my first
proper vacation. I chose Egypt because I had always wanted
Figure 14: Peter Sumner
to see the pyramids and the coral reefs. It was during my last
ocean dive that I had a moment of what can only be described
as complete catharsis. The beauty I experienced then made me
realise that I wanted to dedicate my life to protecting these magical environments. I went on to
form a five year plan to enable me to undertake a degree in Marine and Freshwater Biology.
As I had already attended university for a couple of years, SAAS were unwilling to fund the first
two years of my degree. The Carnegie Trust gave me the second chance I needed to prove to
myself that I was worthy enough to succeed in academia. Without this funding, I’d probably still
be in a thankless job that eroded my self-respect.
What has been the most rewarding aspect of your studies? And the most challenging?
In my final year I wanted to make a lasting impression, so I decided to come up with two
experiments for my honours thesis rather than just one. The experiments involved working
with animals that belong to the same group as corals (i.e. the cnidaria) but as no one in my
university worked on them or even attempted to perform the experiments I ran, I was truly
stepping into the unknown. For the first time I felt like I was a pioneer within my field! The
project concluded with my hypothesis proven and I even managed to get my first publication
as a senior author! It’s a wonder anyone does drugs when you can experience a rush like that!
One of the biggest problems I have had to face is the fact that, one day I will have to leave my
family to work abroad. My mum is getting older and my younger sister has learning difficulties
so I have always felt a responsibility to support them. Admittedly, this guilt did affect my studies
in my third year however, I came to realise that they wanted me to be happy and would feel
miserable if I felt forced to stay.
What are your plans following your graduation? What are your hopes for the future?
I’ve just recently submitted a PhD application with the Australian Institute of Marine Science at
James Cook University in Australia. After reading my thesis, they pushed for me to apply for a
four year scholarship. They are quietly confident that I will get the post (I’m not!). Further down
the field I’m aiming to find a method for genetically enhancing corals’ resilience to rising ocean
temperatures. I want other people to be able to experience what I did when I first went diving,
rather than have to read about coral reefs from a textbook.
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Vacation Scholarships
result, there was a slight drop in the number
of scholarships awarded, bringing the overall
success rate for this scheme to 48%. The
majority of applicants and award holders (81%)
were students studying a subject in Science,
Engineering and Technology.

Vacation Scholarships encourage students to
gain research experience in the long summer
vacation before their final year of study. For
the 2015-16 round of funding, the weekly
stipend was increased to £225 to match the
value of awards made by other funders. As a

Key statistics 2015-16

145

70

applications received

14

48%

awards made

universities supported

success rate

Vacation Scholarships by university
Aberdeen

11

6

Abertay

2

Dundee

3
5

3

Edinburgh

20

7

30

Glasgow

11
1
1

Glasgow Caledonian
Heriot-Watt

6

Highands and Islands

1

Queen Margaret

9

2

2

3

Robert Gordon

12

6

St Andrews

10

5

Stirling

10

4

Strathclyde

23

13

West of Scotland

3

6

0

10

Applications

20

30

Awards
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Gender balance of Vacation Scholarships

42%

Applied

58%

43%

Awarded
57%

Male
Female

In Biomedical Science, Ronnie Mooney
at the University of the West of Scotland
researched the risk posed by the parasites
Acanthamaoeba trophozoites to contact
lenses. Through a series of experiments,
Ronnie analysed the effectiveness of particular
compounds against this parasite, contributing,
in the process, to the identification of a new
lead compound for the sterilisation of contact
lenses. Ronnie also had the opportunity to
participate in public engagement activities
aimed at increasing the awareness of potential
infections for wearers of contact lenses and
helped design a cartoon to illustrate the
infection process.

and has been confirmed as the second major
contributor of arsenic in the human diet after
water. Studies into arsenic in consumable rice
have been done for many places in the world
but there is little to no data for Central Asia.

Working within a research lab has let
me see first-hand how research is being
conducted at a professional level within
my university. The award has pushed
me to seek out future opportunities
within research and to give more
direction to my studies.
Dana Druka, University of Aberdeen

Figure 15: Ronnie Mooney Poster

University of Aberdeen chemistry student
Dana Druka travelled to Kyrgyzstan to look
into the accumulation of arsenic in Kyrgyz rice.
Rice is known to store arsenic within the grains
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Environmental Science student Catherine
Mercer, University of Stirling, spent several
weeks undertaking field work in the Montseny
Mountains and Pyrenees in order to assess
the impact of climate change on the common
beech population in this particular part of
Spain where low water availability and high
temperatures are the norm. Catherine laid
out sampling plots of common beech and
measured all adult trees for their diameter
at breast height. Using visual estimates of
mortality and health status, Catherine also
assessed symptoms of population decline.

Undergraduate Funding

Figure 16: Catherine Mercer in Spain

Catherine’s findings show that continuous
range and relict populations of common
beech are responding differently to increasing
drought conditions. Among much of the
continuous range populations, she found a
clear process of succession occurring, with
common beech being replaced by more
drought tolerant Mediterranean vegetation,
such as Oak (Quercus spp.). In plots
containing Mediterranean vegetation there
were greater signs of adult mortality and
lower abundances of seedlings found. This
suggests continuous range populations are
becoming increasingly fragmented within the
region. This contrasts to what was observed
among relict populations. While some showed
similar signs of decline, most relict populations
contained good tree health and high rates of
regeneration, persisting within cooler microclimates created by steep north facing slopes
and in close proximity to sources of water.
Catherine’s research results are currently being
developed into an article for future publication.

Figure 17: Hollie Sneddon

Presenting the outcomes
during Explorathon ‘16 allowed the
opportunity for the public to engage
with my research project and helped
to highlight the importance of
researching the link between voice
perception and ageing.
Hollie Sneddon, University of Glasgow

In her project entitled “Attending to Voices:
The Impact of Listener Age on Perceiving
Vocal Threat and Dominance”, Psychology
student Hollie Sneddon, University of Glasgow,
put to the test the theory of Social Emotional
Selectivity. The latter posits that perceptions of
trustworthiness adjust with age for motivational
reasons, such as maximising positivity to
avoid loneliness. Hollie hypothesised that
due to Selectivity Theory, negative ratings to
aggressive voices would decrease with age,
resulting in older participants giving money to
more aggressive, less trustworthy voices.
A total of 64 individuals aged between 8 and
83 years took part in a listening experiment
involving male and female voices. Hollie’s
results show a correlation between perceived
aggression in a speaker’s voice and
willingness to donate money, with middleaged participants displaying strong negative
correlations for both female and male voices
and older subjects presenting weaker negative
correlations for female and male voices. This
implies that despite giving similar ratings
of aggressions to particular voices, older
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participants tended to give more money to
more aggressive voices or gave less money
to less aggressive ones. Increased trust
in others shown in later life may explain a
disproportionate vulnerability in older adults
to potential risks when communicating with
others.
Together with researchers from the School
of Psychology at the University of Glasgow,
Hollie presented the research findings at the
Glasgow Science Centre during Explorathon
‘16, a Scottish wide event funded by the
European Commission to showcase research
in a number of Scottish universities.
In Social Science, Yvonne Smith from Queen
Margaret University used an interpretative
visual research methodology, Photovoice,
to elicit responses from young people living
in the Borders on the topic of poverty and
homelessness within their own community.
Working with a small group of participants
aged between 16 and 18 years, Yvonne
first discussed the meaning of poverty and
homelessness before equipping them with
cameras and inviting them to capture images
illustrating their views of poverty. Yvonne
also interviewed the participants to create

Figure 19: Yvonne’s exhibition

a narrative which has been collated into an
exhibition on young people’s perception of
poverty in rural areas. The exhibition was
launched in Galashiels in September, followed
by Queen Margaret University in November
2016.

I have always had a particular
interest in social policy, poverty and
social exclusion, but this research
has enabled me to develop data that,
hopefully, might be of use to policy
makers and might, in some way, result
in some changes in my community.
Yvonne Smith, Queen Margaret University

Figure 18: Yvonne Smith
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Postgraduate Funding
Carnegie-Cameron Bursaries enable students to enhance
their employability and develop specialist skills by undertaking
a postgraduate master’s. The prestigious Carnegie PhD
Scholarships support a limited number of graduates, who
wish to pursue a PhD at a university in Scotland.

107
awards
made

Figure 20: Frazer Anderson at Wembley Stadium
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Carnegie-Cameron Bursaries
is allocated a number of Bursaries proportional
to the total number of their UK domiciled
postgraduate (taught) students. The universities
award these Bursaries, informing the Trust
when allocation decisions have been made.

The Carnegie-Cameron Postgraduate
Bursaries, introduced in 2008-09, provide fee
assistance for Scottish students, or those who
have studied in Scotland for at least three years,
to undertake a one-year postgraduate degree
course at a Scottish university. Each university

Key statistics 2015-16

100

70%

bursaries
allocated

43%

20%

of recipients
female

of awards in the Arts &
Humanities or Social Sciences

overall
success rate

Each university was allocated the following number of bursaries from the Trust:

Allocation of Carnegie-Cameron Bursaries by university
Aberdeen

7

Abertay

4

Dundee

7

Edinburgh

12

Edinburgh Napier

6

Glasgow

10

Glasgow Caledonian

6

Heriot-Watt

6

Highlands & Islands

4

Queen Margaret

5

Robert Gordon

7

St Andrews

4

Stirling

5

Strathclyde

11

West of Scotland

6
0

Among the 93 recipients of the bursaries taken
up, the majority are female (70% of the awards
overall), although the gender balance depends
on the subject area. The highest number of
awards was made to students enrolled on

18

5

10

programmes in Arts & Humanities or Social
Sciences with 20 bursaries in each of these
two categories, followed by 12 awards in
Economics, Business or Management and 11
in Psychology or Neuroscience.
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Gender and discipline balance – awarded Carnegie-Cameron Bursaries
Arts & Humanities

13

Economics, Business, Management

8

Engineering, Computing

4

9
4

Medical, Biomedical & Biological Sciences

7

3

2

Enviromental Science
Law, Criminology

7

1

2

1

Physical & Chemical Sciences

2

5

Psychology and Neuroscience

8

4

Social Sciences

16
0

5

Female

10

15

4
20

Male

CARNEGIE-CAMERON ALUMNI
Jennifer Wartnaby, MSc in International Conflict &
Cooperation, University of Stirling, 2012-13
Jennifer, can you tell us a little bit about yourself, and what
made you decide to do a PG Masters?
I’ve always loved learning and challenging myself, but also
challenging other people’s views about young people who have
been in care – just 6% go to university. For me, the PG Masters
felt like a natural step to continue my learning and for my career
progression, particularly as I’ve always wanted to do a PhD.
What have you been doing since you finished your
Figure 21: Jennifer Wartnaby
Masters?
After I finished my master’s I worked as a Research Consultant
for two years doing primary and secondary research, analysis and evaluation. At the moment, I
am starting the second year of my PhD at the University of Stirling, looking at the history of the
feminist anti-violence movement in Scotland.
What was the most rewarding aspect of your PG studies? If you had to do it again, what
would you change?
I think the most rewarding aspect was getting my distinction at the end! But I thoroughly enjoyed
engaging with complex theoretical and methodological issues concerning feminism and social
science research. I know everyone must say this but I wouldn’t change anything. I received
invaluable support and encouragement from staff and enjoyed the experience.
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CARNEGIE-CAMERON ALUMNI
Frazer Anderson, MSc in Materials Engineering, Edinburgh
Napier University, 2012-13
I completed a BSc Sports in Technology at Edinburgh Napier
University and was most interested in materials, processing and
manufacture. In order to explore these interests further, I decided
to undertake a Masters in Materials Engineering.
The work conducted in my master’s gave me a set of skills which
are in high demand. I successfully applied for an Engineering
Doctorate (EngD) at Loughborough University which involves
Figure 20: Frazer Anderson at
collaboration between industry and academia. My project
Wembley Stadium
focuses on the assessment of sports surfaces, which can be
either natural, artificial or hybrid. Pitch assessment has become
very important for many sports in recent years and so there is
an increased requirement for the accurate assessment of playing surfaces. This contributes to
player welfare, safety and visual quality for televised events.
The benefits of completing a master’s are apparent when applying for jobs, with many places
favourable to postgraduates. In addition I developed greater confidence in myself. The thing I
would do differently would be to have a basic idea of my master’s thesis topic when starting
the course.

CARNEGIE-CAMERON ALUMNI
Oliver Dowling, Professional Masters
in Computer Games Development, Abertay
University 2015-16
Making games and playing games is my passion! The
ability to capture the audience’s attention and immerse
them into an experience unique to each individual
through computer games has always amazed me.
After I graduated from Glasgow Caledonian University
Figure 22: Duke and Duchess of Cambridge at
BAFTA Event at Abertay University
in Computer Games Design I travelled the world
and experienced different lifestyles and cultures.
On returning I decided to undertake a Professional
Masters in Games Development and the course offered at Abertay University combines
practical project work with genuine professional level practice.
At the moment I am a Junior Game Designer with 4J Studios. However, my ambition is to use my
creative and innovative skills to launch my own company and develop computer games. I would
like to bring unique games design thinking into not only the entertainment industry, but also other
areas such as education, business, social and health care. I would like to raise awareness of how
creative game design thinking can be used to change the lives of those in need.
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PhD Scholarships
In March 2016, the Trust received 57
nominations. Following a review of the
nominations. A total of 14 awards were
agreed, with a reserve list to fill any offers of
scholarships declined by nominees.

As in the previous year, the total number
of applications was limited to 60 with the
quota of nominations per university calculated
on the basis of the number of PhD degrees
awarded by each Scottish university over a
period of 5 years up to 2012-13, using the
UKPIs: Research output (table R1) published
by the Higher Education Statistics Agency.
Each university is allowed 2 nominations by
default, plus a percentage of the remaining 30
places.

This year, the Trust received no applications in
the Social Sciences, the numbers previously
having been very low. The highest numbers of
awards were in the Physical Sciences followed
by Arts & Humanities.

Key statistics 2015-16

57

14

nominations received

7

awards made

universities supported

Field of research of PhD awards
18
4

Arts & Humanities

4
18

Biological Sciences

1
1
21

Physical Sciences

9
9
0

5

10

Nominations

1

Offered

15

20

25

Final acceptances

1
1

1

Aberdeen
Dundee

4

PhD scholarship
awards by university

Edinburgh
3

Glasgow
St Andrews
Stirling
Strathclyde

3
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Examples of new scholars’ research projects

Figure 23: Sarah Boyd

Being a Carnegie Scholar means
that I have the freedom and support to
dedicate myself to research in an area
that fascinates me and hopefully to
make an important contribution to the
future of literature and publishing.
Sarah Boyd, University of Stirling

Figure 24: Wendy McGlashan

Looking through the gallery of
Carnegie Alumni inspires not only a sense
of great aspiration but of responsibility.
I look forward to dedicating the coming
three years to the intensive study of my
subject and to repaying the faith that the
Carnegie Trust has invested in me.
Wendy McGlashan, University of Aberdeen

Sarah Boyd, Publishing Studies,
University of Stirling
Project Title: Evaluating the compatibility
of electronic literature and the publishing
industry
In recent years, one of the more contentious
areas of change in the contemporary
publishing industry has been the use of digital
technology to create new forms of fiction
and the compatibility of such story forms
with the publishing business. The aim of my
research is to contribute to publishers’ stillunderdeveloped understanding of electronic
literature and its possibilities, examining what
value it might have to the industry and the
most effective ways in which publishers could
incorporate such works into their lists.
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Wendy McGlashan, Art History,
University of Aberdeen
Project Title: Enlightenment Society
Observed: The Edinburgh Portraits of John
Kay 1784-1822
According to the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography (2004), John Kay (1742-1826), an
Edinburgh barber turned self-taught artist, was
‘never an accomplished draughtsman or a
master of the technicalities of etching’, however,
in his own self-portrait of 1786, rather than a
‘quaint’ amateur, Kay projects the image of a
self-confident artist and classical scholar.
Wendy is undertaking an in-depth study of
Kay, which will expand current scholarship
through the close analysis of the work of an as
yet little-studied Scottish artist and will examine
the assertion that the work of Kay is ‘solely of
antiquarian value’, reconsidering his significance
to the broader histories of both Scottish and
British art and culture.

Postgraduate Funding

Figure 25: Nikola Zotev

I am honoured to be a Carnegie
Scholar, and grateful for the opportunity
to develop and deliver my own PhD
research. To be a part of the Carnegie
family gives me a sense of belonging to a
community with historical importance to
science and research in Scotland.
Nikola Zotev, University of Edinburgh

Nikola Zotev, Chemistry,
University of Edinburgh
Project Title: Quantum Molecular Dynamics
of Photochemical Reactions: Connecting
Theory and Experiments
Photochemical processes are chemical reactions
that are initiated by the absorption of light. Such
reactions are necessary for the detection of light
by living organisms, the ability of plants to absorb
energy from the sun and for the synthesis
of vitamin D in human skin. Photochemical
reactions also have a wide range of novel
applications in areas such as communication,
electronics, and energy capture and storage.
Despite their importance, the time evolution of
photochemical processes is not well understood,
as it happens on an extremely short time-scale
that is hard to observe and study.

Figure 26: Chris Kelly

Chris Kelly, Chemistry,
University of Glasgow
Project Title: Plasmonic polarimetry:
A unique tool for mapping the mesoscale
structural landscape
There exists a length scale at which
information is difficult to gather – between
that of discrete molecules and macroscopic
materials. This range is called the mesoscale
and consists of complex molecular assemblies
typical of biological systems. Traditional
methods of probing these structures, both
spectroscopic and otherwise, are limited in
what knowledge they can provide.
Chris Kelly’s research project seeks to
demonstrate that an alternative method
called plasmonic polarimetry can give
structural information about mesoscale
biological materials such as plant viruses – a
determination of their size and shape which
enables them to be distinguishable. This
method differs from optical spectroscopy
as that rather than with light, the sample is
probed with chiral electromagnetic fields, so
shaped owing to the properties of the carefully
engineered biosensor.

Nikola’s PhD project aims to develop a
computational approach to simulate the quantum
nature of such rapid molecular transformations.
23
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Continuing PhD scholars
A total of 45 scholars were continuing their
studies during the year under review, many
of whom have been taking part in field work,
publishing their research findings, presenting
at international conferences or participating in
public engagement activities.
In July 2015, Alexandre Johnston (Classics,
University of Edinburgh) became a Fellow of
the 2015-16 Venice International University
Advanced Seminar in the Humanities, a twoyear programme on ‘Literature and Culture
in the Ancient Mediterranean’. In April 2016,
Alexandre co-organised a highly successful
conference entitled “Antiquity and the History
of Ideas in Eighteenth-Century Europe”, which
brought together early-career scholars from
the UK and abroad. The papers from the
conference will form the basis of an edited
volume currently in preparation.
Sofia Evemalm (Celtic and Gaelic Studies,
University of Glasgow) undertook field work
on the Isle of Lewis in May 2016 visiting sites
relevant to her thesis on the Norse influence
in Gaelic place names. The visit particularly

focused on sites with place-names of Old
Norse origin such as Eoropie, Airnistean,
Eòradal, Gurabheir, Niosabhat, and other
instances where the interpretation of names
is uncertain. Sofia also presented papers at
conferences, including the annual conference
of the Society for Name Studies in Britain and
Ireland (Maynooth, April 2016) and the Scottish
Place-Name Society spring conference on the
Isle of Bute (May 2016).
In Physics, Teodora Oniga (University of
Aberdeen) saw her co-authored article entitled
“Quantum gravitational decoherence of light
and matter” published in the Physical Review (D
93, 044027 (2016)). Teodora gave presentations
at two international conferences, one at the
10th Biennial Conference on Classical and
Quantum Relativistic Dynamics of Particles and
Fields (IARD2016) in Ljubljana, Slovenia (June
2016) and the other at the 16th British Gravity
Meeting (BritGrav16) in Nottingham on 5 April
2016. Teodora also participated in the public
events organised at the University of Aberdeen
to mark the 100th anniversary of Einstein’s
theory of general relativity.

CONTINUING SCHOLARS
Frazer Christie, Geoscience, University of Edinburgh
Project Title: Constraining ice, ocean and climate
interaction in West Antarctica
“I am a third year Carnegie PhD scholar in the School of
GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh. As part of the School’s
Glaciology and Cryosphere group, my PhD aims to better
understand the precise atmospheric, oceanic and glaciological
controls driving the on-going rapid thinning and deterioration of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. These controls are important to
understand in order to predict how Antarctica may change in
the future with climate change. To do this, I analyse a multitude
of satellite, airborne and in-situ geophysical datasets, as well as
real-life and modelled climate and ocean data.

Figure 27: Frazer Christie Standing
in front of Tunabreen Glacier, 78o
North, during fieldwork in Svalbard

In the past year, my research has culminated in the publication of my first journal article
(Christie et al., Geophysical Research Letters, 2016), which has received notable high-profile
media attention, including NASA’s ‘Image of the day’; a full length science article in the
Washington Post, and coverage in several other global news outlets.”
24
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CONTINUING SCHOLARS
Feyishayo Olukoya, Mathematics,
University of St Andrews
Project Title: Decision Problems in
Groups of Homeomorphisms
“A thread of my research in the past year has
been understanding, collaboratively with my
supervisor and others, the automorphisms
of an important family of groups, the
Higman-Thompson groups. We realise the
automorphisms as groups of transducers,
and the transducer in the picture, which is
Figure 28: Feyishayo Olukoya
an example of an element in one of these
groups, shows that these can have quite unexpected behaviour.”

Figure 29: A non-torsion,
non-bi-lipschitz element of the
outer-automorphism group of
R. Thompson’s group V

CONTINUING SCHOLARS
Rebecca Walker, Chemistry, University of Aberdeen
Project Title: Chirality and the Twist-Bend Nematic Phase
“This year I attended the International Conference of Liquid
Crystals at Kent State University, home of the Liquid Crystal
Institute, in Ohio, which was a fantastic opportunity to meet and
connect with many researchers in the field, and I also presented
some of my initial results as part of a poster session.”

Figure 30: Rebecca Walker

CONTINUING SCHOLARS
Eilidh Jack, Statistics, University of Glasgow
Project Title: Estimating the changes in health inequalities
across Scotland over time
“People have been dying prematurely in Scotland for many
years now as a result of health inequalities. This is not only a
human tragedy, but also has huge economic repercussions for
Scotland. I have spent this year building a statistical model to
estimate the risk of disease across Scotland, to try and identify
where health inequalities exist and understand how they are
changing over time.”
Figure 31: Eilidh Jack
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CONTINUING SCHOLARS
Liviu Chirondojan, Physics, University of Strathclyde
Project Title: Complex behaviour of Bose-Einstein
Condensates, Cold Atoms and Arrays of Optical Waveguides
“Non-linear differential equations describe a broad range of
phenomena within the natural sciences. One such equation is
the Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation developed by Gross and
Pitaevskii in 1961. My work focuses on solitons which occur in
systems described by the One-Dimensional Nonlinear Schrodinger
Equation. The main emphasis is on the formation and evolution
of solutions to this equations known as “breathers”, studying their
Figure 32: Liviu Chirondojan
stability, lifetimes, and the mechanisms through which they weakly
interact with their surroundings. The investigative methods consist
of numerical simulations and on analytical perturbative expansions. The current trends in innovation
and engineering indicate that quantum technologies are becoming increasingly important. It is
therefore essential to have a better understanding of quantum transport phenomena, such as
mobile and stationary breathers in physical lattices. Breathers occur in various types of lattices,
from Bose-Einstein condensates, to crystals, DNA and RNA molecules and polymers.”

Viva Voces and Graduations
Of the scholars in post in 2015-16, 10 submitted
their theses and a further 5 graduated. Among the
scholars who completed their degrees in 201516, Dr Agnieszka Marszalek graduated from the
University of Glasgow in March 2016 with a thesis
in English Studies entitled Beyond Amusement:
Language and Emotion in Narrative Comedy.

in the Levant, evaluating the potential of the
published 14C evidence for measuring the
synchronicity of changes in the earlier stages
of the Neolithic, with a special focus on the
chronological relationship between Cyprus
and the south-west Asian mainland. Piotr
completed his PhD in Archaeology with the
Scottish Universities Environmental Research
Centre (SUERC) at the University of Glasgow.

Dr Richie McCaffery also graduated from the
University of Glasgow with a thesis on The
Scottish poets of World War Two. Since his
graduation Richie has been writing a series of
short essays for the Scottish Poetry Library on
some of their lesser known poets while living in
Ghent, Belgium.

Dr Patrycja Kupiec submitted her thesis in
February 2016 and has been working as an
Events Officer (Schools Programme) for the
Royal Society of Edinburgh since January of
the same year.

Tracy Mak completed her PhD at the Centre for
Cardiovascular Science, University of Edinburgh
and took up a position as a Postdoctoral
Researcher with the MRC Centre for Clinical
Sciences, Imperial College London, where she
is investigating the role of miRNAs in pancreatic
beta-cell identity and metabolism.
Piotr Jacobsson is now a Visiting Research
Fellow with the Council for British Research
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Figure 33:
Dr Richie McCaffery

Figure 34:
Dr Agnieszka Marszalek

Research Funding
The Trust supports research through three highly
competitive schemes:
• Research Incentive Grants for small scale projects,
• Collaborative Research Grants for joint interdisciplinary
projects involving different Scottish universities, and

81
awards
made

• Centenary Professorships for visits from overseas
academics of the highest standing to Scotland.

Figure 35: Symbolic dome in front of Höfði House, Reykjavik, displaying art work exploring the impacts of Cold War military installations on
Iceland’s landscape. Co-created with local Icelandic communities under the direction of Roxane Permar, University of the Highlands and Islands.
27
Photograph by Susan Timmins.
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Research Incentive Grants
Following the successful launch of the
Research Incentive Grants in 2014, the scheme
continues to attract high quality proposals
from all the Scottish universities. Projects are
now assessed by peer reviewers recruited

across the Scottish academic community and
beyond. Over six hundred academics are now
registered as Carnegie Research Assessors
with additional individuals recruited for specific
proposals on an ad hoc basis.

Key statistics 2015-16

236

70

applications
received

30%

awards
made

£5,825

success
rate

12

universities
supported

average
grant value

Research Incentive Grants – Success Rate by university
Aberdeen

32%

Dundee

29%

Edinburgh

40%

Edinburgh Napier

25%

Glasgow

43%

Heriot-Watt

31%

Highlands & Islands

50%

Queen Margaret

29%

Robert Gordon

9%

St Andrews

35%

Stirling

18%

Strathclyde

28%
0%

10%

7

20%

7
2

6

Research
Incentive Grants
4

15

28

40%

1

3

1
2

30%

3
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Aberdeen

QMU

Dundee

RGU

Edinburgh

St Andrews

Edinburgh Napier

Stirling

Glasgow

Strathclyde

Heriot Watt

UHI

50%
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Highlighted projects from 2015-16

Figure 36: Dr Fiona MacLean

Figure 37: Dr Augusto Esteves

This research emphasises the value
of enabling older people to sustain
positive lives, whilst also unearthing
the potential contribution of meaningful
occupation to support healthier
relationships between older people and
alcohol.

We are currently entering the era
of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), and the
Carnegie Trust Research Incentive Grant
has been crucial in supporting an initial
but important pilot on a prototype input
technique for this new era in personal
computing.

Dr Fiona Maclean, Queen Margaret
University

Dr Augusto Esteves,
Edinburgh Napier University

Dr Fiona MacLean, Occupational Therapy,
Queen Margaret University

Dr Augusto Esteves, Computing Science,
Edinburgh Napier University

Project Title: Intertwining occupation and
healthfulness in the hospital setting to
prevent alcohol misuse in older adults

Project Title: The Invisible Modality:
Developing Gaze Input Techniques for the
Internet of Things

Rising numbers of older people (65+ years)
are developing problematic relationships
with alcohol due to changes in their life
circumstances such as death of a partner or
retirement, for example, which can lead to
less social engagement with others. Activity,
emphasising social engagement, is an
important intervention occupational therapists
could provide. Our work aims to explore with
therapists the potential to extend practice
beyond self-care, embracing wider social
activities to support healthier relationships
between older people and alcohol.

The Internet of Things is rapidly expanding and
is expected to account for nine billion of interconnected devices by 2018. The de facto input
modality for these smart systems – is touch
input on a smartphone, an approach which
has several limitations.
This project aims to develop a smart lighting
prototype that can be controlled through
gaze input and is based on Orbits, a gaze
interaction technique for smart watches that
relies on moving targets.
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Figure 38: Dr Natascha Mueller-Hirth

Dr Natascha Mueller-Hirth, Sociology,
Robert Gordon University

Roxane Permar, Creative Industries,
University of the Highlands and Islands

Project Title: From transition to
transformation? A victim-centred study
of women’s demands for sustainable
peace

Project Title: Northern Exchange: Cold War
Histories and Nuclear Futures

Most armed conflicts feature both direct and
structural violence and occur in countries
that face severe challenges of poverty and
inequality. However, transitional justice – the
dominant approach to dealing with legacies
of violent pasts – has historically excluded
structural concerns such as socio-economic
inequalities and gender justice. The needs of
victims of violence themselves have often been
neglected. This is particularly regrettable since
continued poverty and inequality have been
shown to re-fuel conflict.

This project hopes to give voice
to the needs, demands and
perspectives of a group of people
who are often neglected in peace
processes – women victims of human
rights violations – in order to better
understand how societies should deal
with legacies of violent pasts and how to
prevent the recurrence of conflict.
Dr Natascha Mueller-Hirth,
Robert Gordon University
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Figure 39: Roxane Permar

This project has employed a variety of
strategies drawn from contemporary art
and place-based education to engage
communities in Iceland in an exploration of
the Cold War period as it exists physically in
the landscape and in the memory. Roxanne
worked with colleagues at the Iceland
Academy of Art and the University of Lapland,
to use art as a means to re-imagine this period
and ask how the presence of Cold War military
installations impacts on the population in
both past and present. From a pedagogical
perspective the project has considered the
potential for place-based art education to
generate a sense of place and attachment.
In November 2016 a presentation and exhibit
about the project will be included in the
Relate North 2016 Symposium and Exhibition:
Practising Place: Heritage, Art & Design for
Creative Communities, jointly organised by
Shetland College, University of the Highlands
and Islands, the University of Lapland and the
University of the Arctic Thematic Network,
Arctic Sustainable Arts and Design (ASAD).
In spring 2017 the project will be included in
an international Virtual Symposium, and a
publication is planned for 2017.
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Collaborative Research Grants
A total of 84 applications were received by
the deadline of 31 January 2016 and after
an initial sift in the office against the strategic
priorities, 43 applications were selected for
peer review by Carnegie Research Assessors.
In May 2016, a panel of experts met at Andrew
Carnegie House to discuss 22 applications
shortlisted for further consideration. In total,
9 awards were made, 1 of these was in Arts
& Humanities, 7 in Science Engineering and
Technology and 1 interdisciplinary between
Arts and Science.

Following the steep rise in the number of
applications in the past two years and the
limited funding available, the Trust identified
four strategic funding priorities to encourage a
better fit between the aims of the schemes and
the proposed projects. Priority is now given to
proposals demonstrating a strong collaborative
element with balanced contributions from
the participants, including participation of
Early Career Researchers, displaying a strong
interdisciplinary element in the research focus
or methodology and demonstrating a clear
potential impact on the strategic research
objectives of the participating institutions.

Key statistics 2015-16

84

9

applications
received

11%

awards
made

£46,663

success
rate

average
grant value

14

universities
collaborating

1

1

Edinburgh
1

1

Glasgow

Collaborative
Research Grants

1

Edinburgh Napier
Highlands & Islands
St Andrews
Stirling

2
1

Strathclyde
West of Scotland

1
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PROJECTS AWARDED FUNDING IN 2016:
Dr Anne Crilly, University of the West of Scotland. Evaluation of novel NIK and IKKa
inhibitors on osteoclast biology and potential application in arthritis. Awarded: £49,995.
Co-investigators: Dr Andrew Paul, University of Strathclyde; Dr Carl Goodyear, University of
Glasgow; Professor John C Lockhart, University of the West of Scotland; Professor Iain B
McInnes, University of Glasgow; Professor Robin Plevin, University of Strathclyde; Professor
Simon Mackay, University of Strathclyde.
Dr Johan Olof Johansson, University of Edinburgh. Shining Light on Magnetic
Molecules – Saving Tomorrow’s Memories. Awarded: £49,000.
Co-investigators: Dr David Hutton, University of the West of Scotland; Professor Euan Brechin,
University of Edinburgh.
Dr Helen Mulvana, University of Glasgow. Physiologically and Anatomically Accurate
Flow Phantom for Controlled Investigation of Ultrasound and Microbubble Mediated
Targeted Drug Delivery. Awarded: £45,476.
Co-investigators: Dr Joseph Jackson, University of Strathclyde; Dr James Windmill, University
of Strathclyde.
Dr Silvia Paracchini, University of St Andrews. KIAA0319: a molecular window to
understand the link between dyslexia and asymmetries. Awarded: £50,000.
Co-investigators: Dr John Lococq, University of St Andrews; Dr Toby Hurd, University of
Edinburgh.
Dr Kiran Ramesh, University of Glasgow. Investigation of Flapping Wings as a Means of
Hydroelectric Power Generation. Awarded: £48,934.
Co-investigators: Dr Ignazio Maria Viola, University of Edinburgh; Dr Shaun Killan, University of
Glasgow.
Dr Christian Schröder, University of Stirling. The sedimentary iron cycle: A novel way to
iron mineral characterization and separation. Awarded: £49,860.
Co-investigators: Dr Ian Butler, University of Edinburgh; Professor Adrian Boyce, University of
Glasgow.
Dr F. Philipp Seib, University of Strathclyde. Engineered culture surfaces for the isolation
and expansion of bone fide mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). Awarded: £50,000.
Co-investigator: Professor Manuel Salmeron-Sanchez, University of Glasgow.
Professor Jill Stavert, Edinburgh Napier University. Employer Responses to Dementia in
the Workplace in Scotland. Awarded: £47,327.
Co-investigators: Dr Louise Ritchie, University of the West of Scotland; Dr Valerie Egdell,
Edinburgh Napier University; Professor Debbie Tolson, University of the West of Scotland;
Professor Michael Danson, Heriot-Watt University.
Dr Scott Timpany, University of the Highlands and Islands. Bay of Ireland
Palaeolandscape Assessment – Addressing critical changes in Orcadian Landscapes;
Mesolithic to Bronze Age. Awarded: £29,379.
Co-investigators: Dr Richard Bates, University of St Andrews; Dr Sue Dawson, University of
Dundee; Dr Martin Bates, University of Wales Trinity Saint David; Dr M. Jane Bunting, University
of Hull; Dr Michelle Farrell, Queen’s University Belfast; Dr Stephen Davis, University College
Dublin.
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Highlights of ongoing projects

Figure 40: Dr Nils Bunnefeld

Dr Nils Bunnefeld, Conservation Science,
University of Stirling (Grant Awarded 2014-15)
Project Title: Goose games: developing
new approaches to resolve conflicts over
rising geese populations in Scotland
Co-investigators: Professor Steve Redpath,
University of Aberdeen; Dr Aidan Keane,
University of Edinburgh
Conflicts between biodiversity conservation
and human livelihoods are on the rise.
However, tools for resolving these conflicts
need to be developed further to apply them
in real-world conservation conflicts. Using the
conflict between conservation and farming
over increasing geese populations in Scotland
as a case study, this project is developing
a new framework for the resolution of
conservation conflicts.

The Collaborative Research Grant
from the Carnegie Trust enabled me to
fund the exploration of new avenues in
conservation conflicts, especially between
goose conservation and farming in
Scotland. The grant has been the starting
point of a larger research programme
on conservation conflicts funded by a 5
year European Research Council Starting
Grant worth €1.5 million.

Figure 41: Prof Niamh Nic Daeid

Professor Niamh Nic Daeid, Forensic
Science, University of Dundee (Grant
Awarded 2013-14)
Project Title: The development of robust
CT methodologies and mathematical
algorithms for the examination and
characterisation of items of forensic
relevance
Co-investigators: Dr Kathleen Savage,
University of Strathclyde; Professor Dame
Sue Black; Professor Rod Jones; Professor
Luc Bidaut; Dr Robert Keatch; and Mr Grant
Thompson, all from the University of Dundee
Using modern technological advances such as
computer thermography and associated data
interpretation methods we explore whether the
cutting edge of a given implement (e.g. a saw
or a knife) contains sufficient morphological
characteristics, created through manufacture
and as a result of its usage, to identify a cut
mark made by that implement.
Our project explores the validity of this
hypothesis through the development of a
ground truth tool mark database of CT scans
on bone and bone proxy materials across a
range of tools.

Dr Nils Bunnefeld, University of Stirling
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Figure 42: Dr Constanze Hesse

Dr Constanze Hesse, Psychology,
University of Aberdeen (Grant Awarded
2013-14)
Project Title: Memory and motor performance:
Studying human grasping movements
Co-investigator: Dr Gavin Buckingham,
Heriot-Watt University
In this project we investigated how the human
motor system controls hand movements
towards objects when vision is unavailable
and the action-relevant properties of the target
object have to be retrieved from memory. Even
though visual information is obviously important
to guide our actions, we still perform grasping
movements every day without looking at the
objects we are interacting with.
In a series of behaviour experiments, we have
shown that information about object position
decays extremely rapidly whereas object size is
stored in a much more stable fashion.
The findings expand upon recent
neurophysiological observations suggesting
that object position and size are processed
by separate neural pathways in the human
brain. This has important implications for the
interpretation of previous studies on grasping as
well as for current theories on visual processing
for action control.
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Figure 43: Dr Ian Overton

Funding from Carnegie Trust enabled
research advances towards better and
more effective diagnostic tools for clear
cell renal cell carcinoma.
Dr Ian Overton, University of Edinburgh

Dr Ian Overton, Medical Informatics,
University of Edinburgh (Grant Awarded
2013-14)
Project Title: Molecular risk stratification
of renal cell cancer relapse and treatment
response.
Co-investigators: Professor David Harrison,
University of St Andrews and NHS Lothian;
Dr Grant Stewart, University of Edinburgh
and NHS Lothian; Professor Peter Clark and
Professor Igor Puzanov, Vanderbilt University
We have developed a protein biomarker-based
algorithm for risk stratification of metastatic
Renal Cell Cancer by overall survival,
accounting for current clinical variables.
Carnegie Trust funding supported work on
benchmarking, investigation of alternative
technologies for translation, building links
with Vanderbilt University (USA) and exploring
prognostication in localised disease with novel
and previously identified markers.
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Centenary Professorships
In July 2016, the Trust received four
nominations for high profile academics
affiliated with universities in Sweden and
the United States of America. This figure
was a significant drop on the previous year
when twelve nominations were received.
The Selection Panel, comprising Professor

Dame Anne Glover (Chair, CTUS), Professor
Peter Grant (Edinburgh), Professor Janet
Carsten (Edinburgh), Professor Cairns Craig
(Aberdeen) and Professor Andy Walker (CTUS),
considered all four nominations and made
awards to the following individuals:

Successful nominees
Prof David Dunson, Professor of Statistics at Duke University, nominated by the University
of Edinburgh
Prof Leo Hollberg, Professor of Physics at Stanford University, nominated by the University
of Strathclyde

Key statistics 2015-16

4

nominations
received

2

continents represented
among nominees

2

awards
made

£26,880
average
grant value

Centenary Professors in Scotland during 2015-16
During the year under review, four Centenary
Professors visited Scotland, interacting with
researchers, students and the wider public
across the country.
Professor Richard S. Ellis, Steele Professor
of Astronomy at the California Institute of
Technology visited the University of Edinburgh
from 15 May – 4 June and 26 June- 7 July
2016 for the second year of his Carnegie
Centennial Professorship.
This year, his research activities with
Professors Dunlop, McLure and Peacock
focused on the interpretation of a deep
image of the distant Universe undertaken
with the Atacama Large Millimetre Array in
Chile which revealed the first robust census
of the most energetic star-forming galaxies

seen at the peak of their activity. The analysis
demonstrated how such sources are only
found amongst the most massive galaxies at
a given time. The visit also led to a clear path
forward for organising proposals to exploit the
upcoming James Webb Space Telescope, due
to be launched in late 2018. These discussions
followed a highly successful international
workshop held at the University of Edinburgh
in the final week of Professor Ellis’ visit.
In addition to informal talks on his own
scientific programmes, Professor Ellis gave
three popular lectures in Scotland. On 20 May,
he gave a public lecture at the University of St
Andrews under the auspices of the Carnegie
Centennial series entitled “Cosmic Dawn:
Searching for the First Galaxies.” This was
followed by a similar lecture, one of only two
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Figure 44: Professor Richard Ellis

plenary lectures given at the annual gathering
of the Scottish Universities Physics Alliance
(SUPA) in Glasgow on 25 May.1 Finally, he
gave a plenary talk “Let There Be Light: The
Observational Quest for the First Galaxies”
to an audience of over 1500 scientists and
engineers at the annual SPIE (the Society for
Optics and Photonics) meeting in Edinburgh
on 28 June.
Professor Doug N.C. Lin, Professor of
Astronomy at the University of California, Santa
Cruz visited the University of St Andrews. He
gave his Carnegie Centenary lecture on 21
April 2016 in St Andrews. He will return to
Scotland in 2017.

Figure 45: Professor Geoffrey Parker
1
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Prof Geoffrey Parker (History, Ohio State
University) gave a Carnegie Centenary Lecture
entitled “Incest, Blind Faith, and Conquest: The
Grand Strategy of the Spanish Habsburgs,
1516-1700” on 28 April 2016 at the University
of St Andrews.
During tenure at the University of St
Andrews, Professor Parker gave a number
of masterclasses to undergraduate and
postgraduate students and interacted with
PhD candidates and academics involved in
the Scottish Graduate School for Arts and
Humanities.
The Institute of Cardiovascular and Medical
Science (Director Professor R. Touyz) together
with the Institute of Inflammation, Infection and
Immunity (Director Professor I. McInnes) at
the University of Glasgow hosted the visit of
Professor Cornelia Weyand, the Professor of
Medicine, Stanford University.
Professor Weyand is the Chief of the Division
of Immunology and Rheumatology at Stanford
University School of Medicine. She is an
outstanding clinician, scientist and teacher
in biomedical research and is internationally
recognised as a world leader in immunity,
inflammation and its direct contribution to

A video of the lecture at the annual meeting of the Scottish Universities Physics Association is available online at: https://drive.
google.com/file/d/0ByNZJGqdc_iYTFdWNnRIb1VpeEU/view
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vascular disease. Her seminal discoveries
of interactions between immune cells and
cells of the vascular wall have changed
our understanding of vascular biology,
atherosclerosis and vasculitis.

Figure 46: Professor Cornelia Weyand

We are very proud to have
nominated Professor Weyand as
Carnegie Centenary Professor and are
grateful to the Carnegie Trust for the
generous support to make the visiting
professorship a reality. We are already
looking forward to Professor Weyand’s
return in 2017.
Profs. T. Guzik, I. McInnes and R. Touyz,
University of Glasgow

Her visit included a very intensive programme
of interactions with scientists at the University
of Glasgow, in particular trainees and young
investigators, who benefited enormously from
her scientific input and general discussion
about the life of a successful scientist and the
importance of career planning as a researcher.
During her stay, she gave two presentations
at the University of Glasgow. The titles of her
talks were: “Immune Aging as a Risk Factor
for Inflammatory Disease” and “Macrophages
in Coronary Artery Disease in the context
of Metabolic Control of their Inflammatory
Effector Functions”.
Professor Weyand also visited the University
of Edinburgh, where she delivered a lecture
on “Uncontrolled Inflammation in Large Vessel
Vasculitis”. Professor Weyand will be returning
to Scotland in 2017 for further discussions
and interactions with the Scottish scientific
community.
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Trust Constitution and Powers
The Trust was founded by Andrew Carnegie
through a Trust Deed dated 7 June 1901
and incorporated by Royal Charter on 21
August 1902. The Royal Charter has been
modified and updated several times. During
2015 amendments proposed to the 1978
Charter and By-Laws were submitted to the
Privy Council and these were approved on 8
October 2015.
The amendments to the Charter abolished
the Executive Committee that had previously
been required to conduct the administration
and management of the Trust. The revisions
have brought the governance of the Trust in line
with modern expectations and enable equal
participation of all Trustees in the governance of
the Trust, reflecting their joint responsibility for
its operation. The opportunity was also taken
to update the Charter by termination of the ex
officio appointments as Trustees of the Lord
Provosts of Edinburgh and Glasgow (with their
agreement), the Provost of Dunfermline (a post
that no longer exists) and the Secretary of State
for Scotland (as requested by the First Minister).
The remaining ex officio Trustees are the
Principals of the Universities of Scotland. In
addition there are up to fourteen nominated
Trustees, who are elected or re-elected at the
Annual Meeting of Trustees. The Royal Charter
requires that three of the nominated Trustees
shall retire or be re-elected each year, in order
of seniority of appointment. Additionally, the
Board has resolved that all nominated Trustees
should be asked every three years whether they
wish to seek re-election.
Nominated Trustees are appointed by
the existing Trustees following an open
advertisement. They are selected by the
Trustees on the advice of a nominations
committee, which works to ensure an
appropriate range of experience in the Trust.
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Trustee induction takes place through provision
of relevant background information and early
involvement in the committees of the Trust.

Investment Committee
The Trustees are required to constitute an
Investment Committee numbering not fewer
than four members, of whom not fewer than
three shall be persons qualified by their ability
in and practical experience of financial matters.
The Investment Committee keeps the Trust’s
investments under frequent review.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Trustees are also required to constitute an
Audit Committee, comprising no fewer than
three Trustees, of whom at least one shall be
an ex officio Trustee, chaired by a nominated
Trustee. In 2015, the Trustees agreed to
name this committee the Audit and Risk
Committee, recognising its role in overseeing
risk management.

Staffing and Nominating
(Trustees) Committees
The Trustees convene these Committees on
an ad hoc basis, as required.

Objects of the Trust
By the Royal Charter, one half of the net income
is to be applied to the improvement and
expansion of the Universities of Scotland (Clause
A) and one half to the payment of fees for
qualifying Scottish students in respect of courses
leading to a degree at a Scottish University
(Clause B). The Trustees have complete
discretion over the disposal of any surplus under
Clause B and may transfer any unexpended
income to Clause A objectives or a reserve fund.
The activities undertaken by the Trust in fulfilling
these objects are summarised in the Secretary’s
Report and in the activity report.
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Statement of the Trustees’
Responsibilities
The Trustees are responsible for preparing the
Annual Report and the financial statements
in accordance with applicable law and United
Kingdom Accounting Standards (United
Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice).
The Royal Charter and the By-Laws of the Trust,
dated 10 July 1978 and amended 8 October
2015, together with the law applicable to charities
in Scotland require the Trustees to prepare
financial statements for each financial year which
give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of
the charity and of the incoming resources and
application of resources of the charity for that
period. In preparing these financial statements,
the Trustees are required to:
• select suitable accounting policies and then
apply them consistently;
• observe the methods and principles of the
Charities SORP;
• make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;
• state whether applicable accounting
standards have been followed, subject
to any material departures disclosed and
explained in the financial statements; and
• prepare the financial statements on
the going concern basis unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the charity
will continue in business.
The Trustees are responsible for keeping proper
accounting records that disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of
the charity and enable them to ensure that the
financial statements comply with the Charities
and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005, the
Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006
(as amended) and the provisions of the Royal
Charter and By-Laws of the Trust. They are also
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the
charity and hence for taking reasonable steps for
the prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.

The Trustees are responsible for the
maintenance and integrity of the charity and
financial information included on the charity’s
website. Legislation in the United Kingdom
governing the preparation and dissemination of
financial statements may differ from legislation
in other jurisdictions.

Operating Policies of the Trust
Reserves policy
The General Reserve is an unrestricted fund,
corresponding to the sums accumulated
from historical surpluses of income over
expenditure, which the Trustees are free to
use in accordance with the charitable objects
of the Trust. It is held to protect the Trust from
unexpected fluctuations in future income so as
to maintain, at a minimum, continuing support
for staff and administration costs, including
investment management fees, as committed for
the next 12 months. The appropriate level of the
reserve is reviewed by the Trustees annually.
Special Supplementary Fund – a fund
created from sums placed at the disposal of
the Trustees to alleviate hardship of students
already receiving fee assistance from the
Trust who find themselves in exceptionally
necessitous circumstances.
Property Reserve Fund – a fund set up to
support the investment in Andrew Carnegie
House which is jointly owned and occupied
with the other UK based Carnegie Trusts.
The Endowment Fund represents the original
endowment, together with surpluses and
deficits to date, and larger legacies received.

Investment policy and performance
The Trustees’ investment powers are governed
by the Royal Charter, which permits them to
invest in a broad range of investments issued by
any government or municipal or public authority
authorised to borrow money or any company
with limited liability, and to invest in property in
Scotland, England, Wales, and Northern Ireland.
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The objective agreed with the Trust’s
investment managers is to achieve real
growth in both income and capital, within
the investment guidelines in respect of type
of investment and asset allocation contained
within the discretionary management
agreement with the investment managers.
The current risk guidelines agreed are that
there will be a minimum of 50 holdings, none
of which may represent more than 10% of
the net asset value of the fund; that the ten
largest holdings of the fund will represent no
more than 60% of the net asset value of the
fund; and that no single stock should account
for more than 4% of the forecast income for
the fund. The current guidelines set asset
allocation as follows:

Asset allocation
Permitted
Range

Performance
Benchmark

55–100%

FTSE All share
Index

Overseas
equities

0–20%

-

Bonds/
Cash

0–25%

-

UK
Equities

The flexibility on changing the asset allocation
depends on the investment managers’
requirement to grow the income in real terms.
The types of investment permitted include UK
equities, convertibles, preference shares, UK
and European fixed interest securities, unit
trusts and investment trusts. Non UK equity
investments are also permitted as necessary
to provide flexibility in maintaining balance of
sectors in the context of the risk guidelines.
Underwriting or sub-underwriting of issues or
offers for sale of securities is permitted but the
funds may not, without permission of the Trust,
include securities where an issue or offer for
sale was underwritten, managed or arranged
within the previous twelve months by the
investment managers. Investments in tobacco
companies are not permitted.
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The Investment Committee meets three times
annually with the investment managers to
review the reports on performance and to
monitor the risk strategy for investments in
respect of business risk and portfolio risk. As
part of the periodic reporting, the investment
managers report on internal compliance with
risk management procedures, with an annual
review of such risk management arrangements
being carried out by the Bursar and Secretary
and Treasurer. The performance for the year is
set out in the Financial Review on page 42.

Grant making policy
In accordance with Andrew Carnegie’s wishes,
the Royal Charter enables the Trust to support
the 15 Universities of Scotland, their staff and
students. The schemes of support available
during the year ended 30 September 2016 are
described below.
Fee Assistance may be provided to support
undergraduates studying for a first degree
who are not eligible for support through the
SAAS. A competitive Vacation Scholarship
scheme is operated to assist undergraduate
students who wish to undertake research in
the summer vacation.
At the postgraduate level, Carnegie-Cameron
Bursaries are made available to support fees
for one-year postgraduate degree courses and
are awarded through the Universities.
A prestige scheme of PhD Scholarships
supports a limited number of graduates, with
first class Honours degrees, who will pursue
three years of postgraduate research.
Academic members of staff of Scottish
Universities are eligible to apply for the Trust’s
Research Incentive Grant scheme, which
awards grants of up to £7,500 for personal
research.
A competitive Collaborative Research
Grant Scheme with awards of up to £50,000
encourages applications for joint programmes
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Going concern

of collaborative projects from research groups
within two or more Scottish Universities.

The Trustees have considered the Trust’s
reserves and cash position and the expected
income over the next 12 months, and consider
that it is appropriate to prepare the financial
statements on a going concern basis.

The Scottish Universities are invited
to compete for up to three Carnegie
Professorships per year to encourage World
Class scholars to spend a sabbatical period in
Scotland.

Risk Management
The Trustees have considered the major
strategic, business and operational risks which
the Trust faces and confirm that systems
have been established to monitor and control
these risks and to mitigate any adverse
impact on the Trust. The Trustees receive
regular reports on the key risks recorded
in the Trust’s risk register. The remit of the
Audit and Risk Committee includes keeping
under review the effectiveness of internal
control and risk management systems of the
Trust. The Trustees believe that the existing
systems and the structure of decision taking
and reporting through senior staff continue to
provide assurance that risks are assessed and
carefully managed.

Pay policy
The Trustees and the Trust Secretary
are the key management personnel. No
Trustees receive remuneration; details of the
reimbursement of Trustees expenses are in
Note 4 to the financial statements. Staff terms
and conditions of employment are set by the
Trustees from time to time. The pay of all staff
is reviewed annually in line with contractual
terms, using the pay scales operated by the
universities.

Related parties
Material transactions with related parties
are disclosed in the notes to the financial
statements. The Trust’s policy is for trustees,
executive and advisers to declare their interest
and exempt themselves from all relevant
discussions and decisions which may involve
a transaction with a related party or in which
they may have a conflict of interest.

The principal risks in the risk register include:
Description of risk

Action to manage risk

Failure to maintain/grow real value of
endowment income.

Regular review of investment policy and
performance, with independent advice from
Investment Managers and professionally expert
members of the Investment Committee.

Loss of key staff, impacting on office
operation.

Maintain updated documentation of all
administrative procedures.
Carry out regular assessments through a Personal
Development and Review Scheme.
Ensure appropriate training is provided.

Constitutional changes and/or changes to
Government or Universities’ policies that
impact detrimentally on the Trust.

Monitor political developments, changes in
universities and relevant government departments;
be prepared to adapt operation of funding
schemes in the light of changing circumstance.
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The Trust’s investments at 30 September 2016 had a market value
of £73.3million-an increase of £3.3million from the previous year; this
increase arose mainly in the last months of the year as markets rose
following the EU referendum reflecting the weakness of sterling.
The unrealised revaluation for the year was
a surplus of £3.5million, which was offset by
losses on investments realised. The average
month end valuation was approximately £70
million. Performance in the year was below
the Trust’s benchmark target for both total
and capital returns. The performance over
three years is now impacted by the relatively
poor short term performance but the five year
position is still in excess of benchmark.
At the year-end, 17.4% by value was invested
in European stocks and 1.6% in North
American stocks, compared to a total of 16.1%
in overseas stocks last year. Fixed interest
holdings amounted to less than 2% and the
cash balance at year end was 7%, reflecting
the major uncertainties arising from the vote to
leave the EU.
Dividend income for the year of £2.95 million
was little changed from the previous year
total of £2.93 million that had included high
numbers of special dividends. After deducting
costs of investment management of £188,000,
the net income available for charitable
application was £2.76 million compared to
£2.74 million in the previous year.

Total expenditure was £2.9 million, compared
to the £3.7 million recorded last year. The
higher figure in 2015 reflected a change to the
accounting treatment of the PhD scholarships,
which added a provision of £0.9 million.
Charitable expenditure comprised £2.38
million of research support and student
support awards together with support
costs of £0.3 million. (2015 £2.45 million
and £0.28 million). Expenditure on research
support (Clause A) decreased by 3% and
that on student support (Clause B) by 2%. In
Clause A, the reduction mainly reflected the
higher charge made in 2015 for Centenary
Professorships to bring the accounting in line
with the year of award rather than date of
travel. The Research Incentive Grants were
awarded at a broadly similar total amount
of £0.4m. The reconciliation of amounts
unclaimed or unspent, in the discontinued
Research Grant scheme, brought in some
£20,000 of refunds in the year. In Clause B,
the numbers of Carnegie Cameron bursaries
taken up fell from 99 to 93, the effect of which
was partially offset by increased numbers of
undergraduate fee assistance awards.

Performance of the investments
Actual for
the year

Benchmark/
income target

Total return

9.09%

16.82%

20.74%

Capital return

4.50%

12.57%

6.98%

£2,957,062

£2,900,000

Dividend
and interest
income from
investments
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3 Year
3 year
actual benchmark

5 year
actual

5 year
benchmark

21.09%

81.80%

68.85%

9.04%

49.52%

41.48%

Financial Review

Administrative support costs in the year were
increased due to the cost of staff restructuring
and the additional cost of temporary sickness
cover. Under the new SORP FRS102 the costs
previously separated as governance costs are
now classified as part of the support costs
shown in note 4 to the Accounts. The total
support costs, including governance, rose
from £278,223 to £303,493. Governance
costs of £56,615 increased from the previous
level of £48,649. Other than the exceptional
cost of temporary staff cover referred to
above, the main contributors to the overall
increase were legal fees relating to changes
made to the Charter and the ongoing review of
its provisions, the cost of advertising for new
Trustees and increased IT support costs. As a
result the ratio of support costs to total income
(less investment management costs) has
increased from 9.9% last year to 10.8%.
The net operating result for the year on the
General Fund was a surplus of £95,915 (deficit
£34,469 in 2015). This outcome was better
than the planned position which anticipated a
small surplus on the General Fund of £23,000.
This result was a consequence of an increase
in income which only became apparent later in
the financial year when there was little capacity
to adjust spending plans to reflect changes in
the income receivable.
The Special Supplementary Fund received a
welcome addition to its income from donations
and legacies amounting to £22,009, giving
rise to an operating surplus in the year of
£13,170. The depreciation of £14,559 on the
building is charged to the property reserve.
Taken together the operating result for the
unrestricted funds before gains and losses on
investments was a surplus of £94,526. This
compares to the prior year result of £39,336,
offset by the provision of £953,699 which
gave rise to the Trust deficit, before investment
gains, for the previous year of £914,363.

Net investment losses realised amounted to
£0.25 million (2015-gains £0.67 million) and
together with the unrealised investment gain of
£3.49 million (2015 loss of £2.7 million) brought
the net movement in funds for the year to
£3.33 million.
The total funds at 30 September 2016 were
£74,008,235 comprising the Endowment
Fund of £72,556,809, the amount of £271,014
designated as the Special Supplementary
Fund, the Property Reserve Fund of £523,101
represented by the share of Andrew Carnegie
House, and the General Reserve of £657,311.
The Reserves policy set by the Trustees is
intended to protect the Trust from unexpected
fluctuations in future income so as to maintain,
at a minimum, continuing support for staff
and administration costs, including investment
management fees, as committed for the
next 12 months. Based on 2016 levels of
expenditure this would imply a reserve of
approximately £0.5 million. The net amount
available as General Reserve at September
2016 is thus slightly in excess of the amount
required by the policy. The Trustees will
continue to review the level of reserves,
reflecting on the prospects for income and
the effects of external decisions made, for
example on student tuition fees and the
funding of Scottish universities. The Trustees
will use the reserve as required, to make any
necessary adjustment to schemes and to
maintain the Trust’s ability to deliver for its
beneficiary groups.
Approved by the Trustees on 3 February 2017
and signed on their behalf.

Dame Anne Glover DBE, FRSE, FASM
Chair
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Statement of financial activities
For the year ended 30 September 2016
Note

Income from
Investments
Dividends and interest on investments
Bank deposit interest

Unrestricted Endowment
funds
funds
£
£

2016
Total
£

2015
Total
£

£
2,954,946
2,116
2,957,062

£
-

£
2,954,946
2,116
2,957,062

£
2,932,540
10,886
2,943,426

26,783

-

26,783

31,640

2,983,845

-

2,983,845

2,975,066

188,508

-

188,508

192,355

2,700,811

-

2,700,811

3,697,074

3

2,889,319

-

2,889,319

3,889,429

10

94,526

-

94,526

(914,363)

(128)
(128)
7,058
7,058

731,471
(984,494)
(253,023)
7,327,975
(3,839,034)
3,488,941

731,471
(984,622)
(253,151)
7,335,033
(3,839,034)
3,495,999

2,132,500
(1,456,812)
675,688
4,249,541
(6,979,320)
(2,729,779)

Net income/(expenditure)

101,456

3,235,918

3,337,374

(2,968,454)

Net movement in funds
Reconciliation of funds

101,456

3,235,918

3,337,374

(2,968,454)

10

1,349,970

69,320,891

70,670,861

73,639,315

10

1,451,426

72,556,809

74,008,235

70,670,861

Donations and legacies
Other income (Clause B)
Total income

2

Expenditure on
Raising funds- investment management fees
Charitable activities
Total expenditure
Operating surplus/(deficit)
Net gains/(losses) on investments
Realised gains
Realised losses
Unrealised gains
Unrealised losses

Total funds brought forward at
1 October 2015
Total funds carried forward at
30 September 2016

All of the above results are derived from continuing activities.
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Balance sheet
As at 30 September 2016
Note
£
Fixed assets
Tangible Assets:
Andrew Carnegie House and contents
Investments
At market value
Total fixed assets

£

2015
£

7

547,066

565,730

8

73,290,302
73,837,368

70,047,456
70,613,186

Current assets
Accrued income from investments
Other debtors and prepayments
Cash at bank and in hand

Current liabilities
Amounts due within one year
Grants awarded but not taken up
Centenary Professorships
Accrued expenses of administration

225,787
17,880
1,664,408
1,908,075

179,120
13,533
1,397,729
1,590,382

577,643
52,350
69,417
699,410

445,829
69,880
63,299
579,008

Net Current assets
Provision for scholarship costs
NET ASSETS

2016
£

9

1,208,665

1,011,374

(1,037,798)
74,008,235

(953,699)
70,670,861

72,556,809

69,320,891

Represented by
Endowment Funds
Unrestricted funds
General fund
Designated funds
Property reserve fund
Special Supplementary Fund

TOTAL FUNDS

10

657,311

562,766

523,101
271,014

536,290
250,914
1,451,426

1,349,970

74,008,235

70,670,861
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Cash Flow Statement
For the year ended 30 September 2016
Unrestricted Endowment
funds
funds
£
£

2016
Total
£

2015
Total
£

Cash flows from operating activities
101,456

3,235,918

3,337,374

(2,968,454)

Depreciation

26,701

-

26,701

23,108

(Gains)/losses on investments

(6,930)

(3,235,918)

(3,242,848)

2,054,091

(Increase)/decrease in debtors

(51,013)

-

(51,013)

80,540

Increase/(decrease)in creditors

120,403

-

120,403

13,951

84,099

-

84,099

953,699

274,716

-

274,716

156,935

(8,037)

-

(8,037)

(2,163)

Payments to acquire investments

-

(7,645,243)

(7,645,243)

(8,828,664)

Receipts from realisation of investments

-

9,157,370

9,157,370

7,254,653

(Increase) /decrease in cash in investment portfolio

-

(1,512,127)

(1,512,127)

1,075,011

(8,037)

-

(8,037)

(502,163)

266,679

-

266,679

(345,228)

Cash at bank and in hand at 1 October 2015

1,397,729

-

1,392,729

1,742,957

Cash at bank and in hand at 30 September 2016

1,664,408

-

1,664,408

1,397,729

Net income/ expenditure

Provision for scholarships
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisitions of fixed assets

Net cash (used in) investing activities
Change in cash for the year
Transfers
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Notes to the financial statements
For the year ended 30 September 2016

1 Accounting Policies
The financial statements of the Trust have
been prepared in accordance with the
following policies:
(a) Accounting Basis – The financial
statements have been prepared in accordance
with Accounting and Reporting by Charities:
Statement of Recommended Practice
(Charities SORP (FRS102) applicable to
charities preparing their financial statements
in accordance with the Financial Reporting
Standard applicable in the UK and the
Republic of Ireland (FRS102), with FRS102,
and with the Charities and Trustee Investment
(Scotland) Act 2005 and the Charity Accounts
(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended).
The Trust is a public benefit entity. The
financial statements comprise three primary
financial statements: the statement of financial
activities, which incorporates the income and
expenditure account, the balance sheet and
the statement of cash flows. The financial
statements are prepared under the historical
cost convention, as modified by the revaluation
of listed investments.
(b) Reconciliation with previous Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice – In
preparing the financial statements, the
Trustees have considered whether in
applying the accounting policies required
by FRS 102 and the Charities SORP FRS
102, the restatement of comparative items
was required. At the date of transition, 1
October 2014, no restatements were required.
No change was required to net income/
(expenditure) and the opening balance
remained as previously stated. However,
there has been a change in the analysis of
governance costs and the presentation of
investment gains and losses. See note 12 for
further detail.

(c) Going concern – On the basis of the
Trust’s reserves and cash position and the
expected income for the next twelve months,
the Trustees consider that it is appropriate to
prepare the financial statements on a going
concern basis.
(d) Fixed Assets and Depreciation –
Expenditure on heritable property and on
contents is recorded as capital expenditure.
Depreciation is provided to write off the cost of
fixed assets over their estimated useful lives on
a straight line basis as follows:
Buildings
Furniture, fixtures and fittings
Computers
Plant and equipment

2%
5-25%
25%
5-10%

(e) Investments – Investments are basic
financial instruments and are stated at market
value as at the balance sheet date. The
statement of financial activities includes the
net gains and losses arising on revaluation and
disposals throughout the year.
(f) Debtors – Debtors are recognised at the
settlement amount due. Prepayments are
valued at the amount prepaid.
(g) Cash – Cash at bank and in hand includes
cash and short term highly liquid investments
with a short maturity of three months or less
from the date of acquisition or opening of the
deposit or similar.
(h) Creditors and provisions – Creditors and
provisions are recognised where the charity has
a present obligation resulting from a past event
that will probably result in a transfer of funds
to a third party and the amount due to settle
the obligation can be measured or estimated
reliably. Creditors and provisions are normally
recognised at their settlement amount.
(i) Income – Income is recognised when
the Trust has entitlement to the funds, it is
probable that the income will be received and
the amount can be measured reliably.
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• Investment income is accounted for in the
year in which the Trust is entitled to receipt.
• Legacies and donations – Larger legacies
of a non-recurring nature are credited to
the Endowment fund in the year in which
they are receivable. Other legacies and
donations, on a scale commensurate with
students’ fees advanced in earlier years,
are included in Clause B income, or, if
agreed by the donor, added to the Special
Supplementary Fund.
(j) Expenditure – Liabilities are recognised
as soon as there is a legal or constructive
obligation committing the Trust to the
expenditure. Expenditure is accounted for on
an accruals basis.
• Charitable activities – Costs of charitable
activities include grants made and
overhead and support costs as shown in
note 4. Grants payable are charged when
approved by the Trustees except where
approval is subject to subsequent fulfilment
of conditions.
• Operating leases – costs of leases are
charged to the Statement of Financial
Activities on a straight line basis over the
period of the lease
• Provision for scholarship costs –
Postgraduate scholarships are awarded for
a duration of 36 or 42 months subject to
satisfactory progress being made. Provision
is made for the outstanding future costs
estimated to be payable for all scholars in
post during the financial year.
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(k) Pension arrangements – Since 1 August
2015 eligible employees are auto-enrolled in a
workplace pension scheme operated by NOW
Pensions. For three existing employees who
opted out of the NOW scheme, contributions
continue to be paid towards personal pension
plans. Total pension contributions amounted to
£10,300 (2015 £12,280). These contributions
are included in support costs.
(l) Fund accounting
The General Reserve is an unrestricted fund
which the Trustees are free to use in accordance
with the charitable objects of the Trust.
Designated Funds
• Special Supplementary Fund –
consists of sums placed at the disposal
of the Trustees to alleviate hardship
of students already receiving fee
assistance from the Trust who find
themselves in exceptionally necessitous
circumstances.
• Property Reserve fund – a fund set
up to support the investment in Andrew
Carnegie House which is jointly owned
and occupied with the other UK based
Carnegie Trusts.
Endowment Fund – the original endowment
of the Trust as augmented by net surpluses,
together with the larger legacies received.
The income from the fund, less costs of
management, is treated as unrestricted
income in line with the terms of the Royal
Charter. Transfers to and from General
Reserve are made each year to bring the
Endowment Fund into balance with the value
of its net assets.
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2. Income
Notes

General
Fund
£

Special Property Endowment
Supplementary Reserve
funds
Fund
fund
£
£
£

Total
£

Year ended 30 September 2016
Investments
Dividends and interest on investments
Bank deposit interest
Donations and legacies
Total income 2016

2,945,334

9,612

-

-

2,954,946

2,116

-

-

-

2,116

2,947,450

9,612

-

-

2,957,062

4,774

22,009

-

-

26,783

2,952,224

31,621

-

-

2,983,845

2,922,834

9,706

-

-

2,932,540

10,886

-

-

-

10,886

2,933,720

9,706

6,640

25,000

-

-

31,640

2,940,360

34,706

-

-

2,975,066

Year ended 30 September 2015
Investments
Dividends and interest on investments
Bank deposit interest
Donations and legacies
Total income 2015

2,943,426
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3. Expenditure
Notes

General
Fund
£

Special Property Endowment
Supplementary Reserve
funds
Fund
fund
£
£
£

Total
£

Year ended 30 September 2016
Raising Funds- Investment
management fees

188,508

-

-

-

188,508

5 1,773,797

-

-

-

1,773,797

5

602,595

-

-

-

602,595

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

18,451

-

-

18,451

2,475

-

-

-

2,475

288,934

-

14,559

-

303,493

Total charitable activities

2,667,801

18,451

14,559

-

2,700,811

Total expenditure 2016

2,856,309

18,451

14,559

-

2,889,319

192,355

-

-

-

192,355

Clause A – research support

5 1,828,539

-

-

-

1,828,539

Clause B – student support

5

619,098

-

-

-

619,098

9

953,699

-

-

-

953,699

-

15,280

-

-

15,280

2,235

-

-

2,235

263,664

14,559

-

278,223

Charitable Activities
Grants awarded
Clause A – research support
Clause B – student support
Provision for scholarship costs
Special Supplementary fund
payments
Wider Carnegie activities
(Medals of Philanthropy)
Support costs

4

Year ended 30 September 2015
Raising Funds- Investment
management fees
Charitable Activities
Grants paid

Provision for scholarship costs
Special Supplementary fund
payments
Medals of Philanthropy
Support costs
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4

Total charitable activities

3,667,235

15,280

14,559

-

3,697,074

Total expenditure 2015

3,859,590

15,280

14,559

-

3,889,429
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4. Support costs
Notes

2016

2015

£

£

207,151

213,192

12,754

1,528

Termination payment

6,074

-

Recruitment costs

1,590

-

Rates and insurance

2,421

3,435

Heating, lighting and cleaning

5,728

5,159

Upkeep of premises and equipment

5,909

5,125

Computer maintenance and support

8,552

7,333

864

1,899

PR & promotion

3,243

-

Printing and stationery

3,132

3,979

Postages and telephones

1,157

1,649

Travel and subsistence

2,482

2,134

Legal and professional fees

4,500

-

Audit fee

6,830

6,538

Meeting costs

2,873

2,938

Salaries and pension (Note 6)
Staff training, temporary staff and other staff costs

Computer development

Miscellaneous

1,532

206

276,792

255,115

14,559

14,559

Depreciation
Andrew Carnegie House
Other fixed assets

12,142

8,549

303,493

278,223

Support costs are the central costs incurred directly in support of expenditure on the objects of the Trust. Governance costs
comprise all costs relating to the public accountability of the Trust and its compliance with regulation and good practice. These
costs include statutory audit and legal fees together with costs of meetings of the Trustees and committees.

Total attributable to governance costs

56,615

48,649

No Trustee received any payments other than reimbursements of expenditure on travel and subsistence costs actually and
necessarily incurred in carrying out their duties The aggregate of such reimbursements, including payments on behalf of three
trustees, was £660 (2015 – £1,678) including £nil (2015 – 1,636) in connection with liaison with the international network of
Carnegie foundations.
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5. Clause A and Clause B analysis
2016
Clause A
£

2015
Clause A
£

Clause B
£

Clause B
£

INCOME
Unrestricted income

2 2,947,450

Investment management costs

3

Net annual income

(188,508)
2,758,942 1,379,471 1,379,471 1,370,683 1,370,682

Legacies and students’ fees repaid

-

4,774

-

6,640

1,379,471 1,384,245 1,370,683 1,377,322

Net income available for grant making
EXPENDITURE
Research Grants ( refunded)

(20,161)

-

(42,208)

-

Research Incentive Grants

395,501

-

431,757

-

Collaborative Research Grants

416,130

-

414,110

-

Scholarships

915,172

-

864,700

-

67,155

-

160,180

-

Carnegie- Cameron Bursaries

-

360,990

-

391,559

Fee Assistance

-

153,330

-

142,839

Vacation Scholarships

-

88,275

-

84,700

602,595 1,828,539

619,098

131,832

131,831

1,918,264

747,062 1,960,371

750,929

(538,793)

637,183

(589,688)

626,393

Centenary Professorships

1,773,797
Support costs of grant making

144,467

CLAUSE A AND CLAUSE B SURPLUS INCOME

144,467

(538,793)

(589,688)

Wider Carnegie Activities (Medals of Philanthropy)

(2,475)

(2,235)

Net income on general fund before provisions

95,915

34,470

-

(953,699)

95,915

(919,229)

Provision for scholarship costs
Net incoming resources on general fund

10

In terms of Clause A of the Trust Deed, one half of the net annual income shall be applied towards the improvement and
expansion of th e Universities of Scotland; under Clause B the other half of the income, or such part thereof as in each year may
be found requisite, shall be devoted to assistance with fees exigible by the Universities. Any surplus income which may remain
after satisfying the requirements under Clause A and B shall be at the disposal of the Executive Committee of the Trust.
Details of the numbers of grants awarded are set out in the activity report on pages 7-8. All grants are awards to individuals, but
mainly payable to their institutions.
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6. Salaries and pension
2016
£

2015
£

5

5

Wages and salaries
Social security costs
Other pension costs

188,322
16,711
10,300

190,658
18,145
12,280

Total emoluments of employees

215,333

221,083

(8,182)

(7,891)

207,151

213,192

Average number employed, including part-time employees

Less reimbursed by co-owners of building

Key management is considered to be the Trust Secretary. Key management remuneration in the year totalled £68,000 (2015 –
£68,000). No pension contributions were made in relation to key management in the year. One employee received remuneration
in the band £60,000- £70,000 (2015- one). There were no prepaid or outstanding pension costs.

7. Fixed assets
Andrew Carnegie
House (25% share)
£

Contents

Total

£

£

Cost at 1 October 2015

648,756

117,734

766,490

Additions

1,370

6,667

8,037

Disposals

-

(18,247)

(18,247)

Cost at 30 September 2016

650,126

106,154

756,280

Depreciation at 1 October 2015

112,466

88,294

200,760

-

(18,247)

(18,247)

14,559

12,142

26,701

Depreciation at 30 September 2016

127,025

82,189

209,214

Book value at 30 September 2016

523,101

23,965

547,066

Book value at 30 September 2015

536,290

29,440

565,730

Disposals
Charge for year

Andrew Carnegie House assets include £62,500 of land that is not depreciated.
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8. Investments
Overseas
Equities
£

Fixed
Interest
£

Cash
deposits
£

54,710,711 10,259,450

1,328,277

3,749,018

UK
equities
£
Market value at 1 October
2015
Purchases
Sales proceeds

Revaluation for the year
Market value at 30
September 2016

Total
£

- 70,047,456

4,871,966

3,193,766

14,259

(7,645,243)

(434,748)

-

(7,249,185)

(2,432,288)

(15,000)

9,157,370

539,103

-

-

5,368

-

-

-

5,368

(206,346)

(52,047)

(128)

-

-

(258,521)

2,816,271

672,670

7,058

-

-

3,495,999

54,943,417 11,646,919

1,334,466

5,261,145

Exchange gain
Gain/ (Loss) on sale

Settlements
outstanding
£

104,355 73,290,302

The historical cost of Listed investments was £53,311,563 (2015 – £55,269,644).
The loss on sale of investments at historical cost was £356,918 (2015 – gain £3,717,119)
Shareholdings with a value in excess of 5% of the total portfolio value:-nil (2015 – nil).

9. Provision for scholarship costs
2012 and
earlier
£

2013

2014

2015

Total

£

£

£

£

38,787

268,440

646,472

-

953,699

-

-

-

909,846

909,846

(31,243)

(257,304)

(255,702)

(286,824)

(831,073)

Adjustments to earlier awards

5,068

258

-

-

5,326

Provision carried forward at
30 September 2016

12,612

11,394

390,770

623,022

1,037,798

Payable within
1 year
£

Payable
2-5 years
£

Total

Scholars appointed 2012 and earlier

12,612

-

12,612

Scholars appointed 2013

11,394

-

11,394

Scholars appointed 2014

289,198

101,572

390,770

Scholars appointed 2015

289,198

333,824

623,022

Total

602,402

435,396

1,037,798

Awarded

Provision Brought forward at
1 October 2015
Provision made for scholars
commencing in year
Payments in the year

Provision payable

£

In addition to the provision made, the Trust has a financial commitment in respect of scholarships awarded in Spring 2016, for
scholars who will take up post in academic year 2016-17. The expected commitment over the duration of their scholarships is
£933,000.
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10. Movements on funds
Unrestricted funds
General Fund

£
At 1 October 2015

Designated funds
Special
Property
supplementary
Reserve
Fund
Fund
£
£

Total Endowment
Unrestricted
funds
funds

Total
funds

£

£

562,766

536,290

250,914

1,349,970

Incoming resources

2,952,224

-

31,621

2,983,845

-

2,983,845

Outgoing resources

(2,856,309)

(14,559)

(18,451)

(2,889,319)

-

(2,889,319)

Net operating result

95,915

(14,559)

13,170

94,526

-

94,526

Transfers

(1,370)

1,370

-

-

-

-

6,930

6,930

657,311

523,101

271,014

1,451,426

Fixed assets

23,965

523,101

-

547,066

Investments

500,000

-

233,493

733,493

1,171,144

-

37,521

1,208,665

-

1,208,665

(1,037,798)

-

-

(1,037,798)

-

(1,037,798)

657,311

523,101

271,014

1,451,426

Gains and losses
At 30 September 2016

69,320,891 70,670,861

3,235,918

3,242,848

72,556,809 74,008,235

Analysis of funds

Net current assets
Provision

-

547,066

72,556,809 73,290,302

72,556,809 74,008,235

11. Financial commitments – operating leases
The financial commitment at 30 September 2016 in respect of operating leases for printing and copying equipment
was £2,671 (£628 payable in less than one year and £2,041 payable within two to five years) (2015 – £nil ).

12. Transition to FRS102
1 October 2014

30 September 2015

Total funds

Unrestricted
£

Endowed
£

Total
£

Unrestricted

Endowed
£

Total
£

1,349,970

69,320,891

70,670,861

2,264,111

71,375,204

73,639,315

No change was required to total funds shown above. Under FRS102 gains and losses on investments are now presented as a
component of reported net income, rather than shown as a movement in funds. Governance costs are now classified as a support
cost. Previously, these had been separately analysed on the face of the statement of financial activities.
In accordance with the requirements of FRS 102 a reconciliation of the net income/(expenditure) for the year with the net income/
(expenditure) under previous GAAP is provided below:

£
Net expenditure for the year ended 30 September 2015 as previously stated

(914,363)

Adjustment for loses on investments now treated as a component of net expenditure

(2,054,091)

2015 net expenditure as restated

(2,968,454)

13. Ultimate Controlling Party
The Trust is incorporated by Royal Charter and is controlled by its Trustees.
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Report by the Auditors
Respective responsibilities of trustees
and auditors
34 Melville Street
Edinburgh
EH3 7HA
United Kingdom

Independent auditors’ report to the
trustees of The Carnegie Trust for the
Universities of Scotland
We have audited the financial statements
of The Carnegie Trust for the Universities of
Scotland for the year ended 30 September
2016 which comprise the Statement of
Financial Activities, the Balance Sheet, the
Cash Flow Statement and the related notes.
The financial reporting framework that has
been applied in their preparation is applicable
law and United Kingdom Accounting
Standards (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice), including
‘FRS 102: The Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland.
This report is made solely to the charity’s
trustees, as a body, in accordance with
section 44(1)(c) of the Charities and Trustee
Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and regulation
10 of the Charities Accounts (Scotland)
Regulations 2006 (as amended). Our audit
work has been undertaken so that we might
state to the charity’s trustees those matters
we are required to state to them in an auditors’
report and for no other purpose. To the fullest
extent permitted by law, we do not accept or
assume responsibility to anyone other than the
charity and its trustees as a body, for our audit
work, for this report, or for the opinions we
have formed.
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As explained more fully in the Statement of
Trustees’ Responsibilities, the trustees are
responsible for the preparation of financial
statements which give a true and fair view.
We have been appointed as auditors under
section 44(1)(c) of the Charities and Trustee
Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and report in
accordance with regulations made under that
Act. Our responsibility is to audit and express
an opinion on the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and International
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).

Scope of the audit
An audit includes examination, on a test
basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements
sufficient to give reasonable assurance
that the financial statements are free from
misstatement, whether caused by fraud or
error. This includes assessment of: whether
the accounting policies are appropriate to
the charity’s circumstances and have been
consistently applied and adequately disclosed;
the reasonableness of significant accounting
estimates made by the trustees; and the
overall adequacy of the presentation of the
financial statements. In addition, we read all
the financial and non-financial information
in the Trustees’ Report to identify material
inconsistencies with the audited financial
statements and to identify any information that
is apparently materially incorrect based on,
or materially inconsistent with, the knowledge
acquired by us in the course of performing the
audit. If we become aware of any apparent
material misstatements or inconsistencies we
consider the implications for our report.
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Opinion on the financial statements
In our opinion the financial statements:
• give a true and fair view of the state of
the charity’s affairs as at 30 September
2016 and of its incoming resources and
application of resources, for the year then
ended;
• have been properly prepared in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice; and
• have been prepared in accordance with the
Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland)
Act 2005 and regulation 8 of the Charities
Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as
amended).

Matter on which we are required to report
by exception
We have nothing to report in respect of the
following matters where the Charity Accounts
(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended)
require us to report to you if, in our opinion:
• the information given in the Trustees’
Report is inconsistent in any material
respect with the financial statements; or
• proper accounting records have not been
kept; or
• the financial statements are not in
agreement with the accounting records and
returns; or
• we have not received all of the information
and explanations we require for our audit.

Henderson Loggie
Statutory Auditors
(Eligible to act as an auditor in terms of section
1212 of the Companies Act 2006)
Edinburgh
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Trustees and Standing Committees 2015-16
Nominated Members of the Trust
Professor Dame Anne Glover, DBE FRSE
FASM. Chair since May 2015. Trustee since
2015. A Biologist and Professor of Molecular
and Cellular Biology at the University of
Aberdeen, Anne Glover gained a first class
Bachelor of Science honours degree at the
University of Edinburgh and a PhD at King’s
College, Cambridge. Glover was recognised in
2008 as a Woman of Outstanding Achievement
by the UK Resource Centre for Women in
Science, Engineering and Technology and was
awarded a CBE for services to environmental
science. She recently completed a three year
term as the first Chief Scientific Adviser to the
President of the European Commission. Prior
to that appointment she was the first Chief
Scientific Adviser for Scotland (2006-11). Since
June 2016, she is a member of the Standing
Council on Europe, appointed by the Scottish
Government.
The Lady Balfour of Burleigh, CBE MA
DPhil LLD DLitt FRSE. Trustee 1994 – May
2016. Non-executive Director of: the Scottish
Oriental Smaller Companies Trust plc; Murray
International plc; and Albion Enterprise VCT
plc.; Chairman of the Nuclear Liabilities
Financing Assurance Board; Director of the
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority Archives
Ltd; Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh;
Trustee of the Trusthouse Charitable
Foundation and the Royal Anniversary Trust;
Member of the American Philosophical
Society.
Richard Burns Esq., MA LLB. Trustee
since 2005. MA from Oxford in Modern
History and LLB from Edinburgh University.
Formerly joint senior partner of Baillie Gifford
& Co, investment managers in Edinburgh,
Chancellor’s Assessor and Chairman of
the Finance Committee of the Court of the
University of Dundee. Chairman of two
investment trust companies.
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The Rt Hon Lord Eassie (Ronald D
Mackay), PC. Trustee from May 2016. Lord
Eassie holds the degrees of MA (Hons) from
the University of St Andrews and LlB from
the University of Edinburgh. Admitted to the
Faculty of Advocates in 1972, he practised
at the Bar until 1979, when he took up a
post as an official of the Court of Justice of
the European Communities in Luxembourg.
He resumed practice as an advocate in
1983 becoming Queen’s Counsel in 1986.
He served as an Advocate depute between
1987 and 1990. From 1997 until retirement in
2015 he held office as a judge in the Court of
Session and the High Court of Justiciary; and
between 2002 and 2006 was also chairman
of the Scottish Law Commission. Among
extra-judicial activities, in 2005 Lord Eassie
accepted an invitation to assume convenorship
of the Joint Standing Committee on Legal
Education in Scotland. He is also president
of the council of the Scottish Universities Law
Institute. He is an honorary member of the
Society of Legal Scholars and has contributed
to, or edited, a number of legal textbooks.
Alison Fielding, BSc, MSc, MBA, PhD.
Trustee from May 2016. Alison Fielding is an
experienced entrepreneur; creating, building
and investing in high-growth companies. Her
career has spanned scientific research at
Zeneca plc, strategy consultancy at McKinsey
& Company, and investment, business building
and CEO coaching at IP Group plc, where she
was COO until 2013 and is currently Director
of Strategy and IP Impact. She has extensive
executive and non-executive experience and
is currently NED at Getech plc, Perachem
Holdings Limited and a trustee of Royal
Voluntary Service. Alison holds a First Class
Hons. B.Sc. and Ph.D. from the University
of Glasgow, an M.B.A. from Manchester
Business School and a M.Sc. in Mindfulness
from the University of Aberdeen.
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Sir John Grant, KCMG. Trustee since 2013.
Formerly Executive Vice President, Policy and
Corporate Affairs, BG Group. Before joining the
BG Group in 2009, John had been president of
BHP Billiton Europe since 2007. Prior to that he
was a member of the Diplomatic Service from
1976-2007, holding posts in Stockholm, Moscow
and Brussels, where he was the UK’s Permanent
Representative to the European Union from
2003-2007.
Lord Kerr of Kinlochard, GCMG HonLLD
FRSE. Deputy Chairman since 2013, Trustee
since 2005. Educated at Glasgow Academy
and Pembroke College, Oxford. A Diplomatic
Service career included spells as Permanent
Representative to the EU, Ambassador to the
USA, and Foreign Office Permanent Under
Secretary (when he was a member of the British
Council Board). Chairman of Imperial College
2005-11, and Deputy Chairman of Royal Dutch
Shell 2005-12. Now Deputy Chairman of Scottish
Power, Chairman of the Centre for European
Reform and a director of the Scottish American
Investment Company. Member, Standing
Council for Europe since June 2016. Formerly a
Rhodes Trustee and Fulbright Commissioner. A
crossbench peer since 2004.
Eileen A Mackay, CB MA FRSE FRSGS
FCIBS. Trustee 2000 – May 2016. Graduate
of Edinburgh University. Formerly a civil
servant with the Scottish Office. Currently a
lay Governor of the Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland and an independent Court member
of the University of the Highlands and Islands.
Previous non-executive appointments include
The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc, the
court of University of Edinburgh, the Economic
and Social Research Council and the British
Library.
Donald McDonald, CBE. Trustee from March
2016. Donald MacDonald, a law graduate
of Edinburgh University and a chartered
accountant. Involved in corporate finance
and a variety of businesses. Past President
of Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce. Over
30 years involvement in the arts, Formerly

Chair (now life President) of Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, also served on Board of Edinburgh
Festival. Joint Founder of East Neuk Festival
and also Research Centre into Motor Neurone
Disease at Edinburgh University and Euans
Guide.
Sir Iain McMillan, CBE FCIB FCIBS FAIA
CCMI FSQA FRSA. Trustee since 2010. Sir Iain
McMillan spent twenty-three years with the
TSB Group prior to joining the Confederation
of British Industry (CBI) in 1993. He held
the position of Director, CBI Scotland for
nineteen years until his retirement in 2014. Sir
Iain now holds a number of Board positions
in the business and charitable sectors. He
is currently Chairman of SkillForce and the
University of Strathclyde Business School
Advisory Board, a Member of the Executive
Committee of the British American Business
Council (BABC), Honorary Patron of the
Scottish North American Business Council
(SNABC) and a Trustee of The Carnegie Trust
for the Universities of Scotland. In 2009, Sir
Iain was appointed Honorary Air Commodore
of 602 (City of Glasgow) Squadron, Royal
Auxiliary Air Force. In 2003, Sir Iain was
appointed CBE for services to the business
community and lifelong learning in Scotland. In
2015, Sir Iain was knighted for services to the
Scottish economy.
Sandy Nairn, BSc, PhD, CFA. Trustee from
March 2016. Investment Partner and CEO at
Edinburgh Partners an Edinburgh based asset
manager. Senior Non Executive Director at The
Mercantile Trust. Previously Chief Investment
Officer at Scottish Widows Investment
Partnership (2000-2003) and Director of Global
Equity Research at Templeton Investment
(1990-2000). Prior to this he worked at
Murray Johnstone an investment manager in
Glasgow and as an economist at the Scottish
Development Agency. He has authored two
book on investment related topics.
Sara Parkin, OBE. Trustee from March 2016.
Sara Parkin is Principal Associate of The
Sustainability Literacy Project and co-Founder
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and Trustee of Forum for the Future. She was
born in Aberdeen and began her working life
as a nurse in Edinburgh During the 1980s she
played leading roles in the UK Green Party
and in the growth of green politics worldwide.
With Forum for the Future she designed and
ran a Masters in Leadership for Sustainable
Development for 20 years and wrote The
Positive Deviant: Sustainability Leadership in a
Perverse World, now a course book in several
countries. She sits on the Board of the Higher
Education Academy, is Chair of the Richard
Sandbrook Trust and advises the NUS and
others on sustainability. Past Board experience
includes NERC, the Environment Agency
(E&W), Friends of the Earth and the New
Economics Foundation. She is also a Patron of
Population Matters, the Urban Orchard Project
and the Museum of Islay Life. Her honours
include recognition by engineering, other
professional and education institutions and, in
2001, an OBE for services to education and
sustainable development.
Judith Sischy, OBE BA MA. Trustee since
2011. Former Chief Executive/ Director
of Education for the Scottish Council of
Independent Schools (SCIS); appointed on
the Scottish Qualifications Authority Advisory
Board, General Teaching Council for Scotland,
Government’s Curriculum for Excellence
Management Board. Member of the Court
of Queen Margaret University, the Institute of
Chartered Accountants for Scotland and of
the Appointments Committee of the General
Teaching Council for Scotland. She has
previously served on the Sick Children’s Trust
in Edinburgh, Childline, Common Purpose and
Edinburgh Rotary (Past President). Awarded
an OBE in 2009 for services to education and
the voluntary sector.
Ian Sword, CBE HonDSc PhD FRSC FRSE
FRCPE. Trustee since 2005. Honorary
Research Associate, University of Glasgow.
Lord Wilson of Tillyorn, KT GCMG PhD
PPRSE. Trustee 2000 – May 2016. Chancellor
of the University of Aberdeen 1997-2003.
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Master of Peterhouse Cambridge until June
2008. Formerly Governor of Hong Kong and
Chairman of Scottish Hydro Electric plc (later
Scottish and Southern Energy plc). PhD in
Modern Chinese History. President of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh from October 2008
– October 2011.
Ed Weeple, CB MA. Trustee since 2016.
Formerly, Head of Lifelong Learning, Scottish
Government – responsible for post-school
education and training, including HE and
FE. Since 2003, has held posts as: Court
Member, Heriot Watt University; Member
and Chair, Telford College; Special Adviser to
Principal, University of the West of Scotland;
Secretary, Goodison Group in Scotland; and
First Minister’s Assessor to the CTUS. Posts
held prior to 2003 include: Membership of:
UK Chief Scientist’s Advisory Committee; UK
Science and Engineering Base Committee;
and AFRC Management Board and Visiting
Groups. Also, Common Purpose, Business in
the Community Executive Council and Trustee,
Garvald Edinburgh.

Ex Officio Trustees
Principals and Vice-Chancellors of the
Universities of Scotland
Aberdeen, University of – Professor Sir Ian
Diamond BSc PhD DL FBA FRSE
Abertay, University of – Professor Nigel
Seaton BSc PhD
Dundee, University of – Professor Sir Peter
Downes OBE FRSE
Edinburgh, University of – Professor Sir
Timothy O’Shea BSc PhD FRSE
Edinburgh Napier University – Professor
Andrea Nolan OBE MVB PhD FRSE MRCVS
Glasgow, University of – Professor Antonio
(Anton) Muscatelli MA PhD FRSA FRSE AcSS
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Lord Eassie (from October 2016)
Glasgow Caledonian University – Professor
Pamela Gillies CBE BSc PGCE Med
MMedSci PhD FRSA FFPH AcSS Hon FRCPS
(Glasg)
Heriot-Watt University – Professor Richard A.
Williams OBE, FREng, FTSE, BSc (Eng), PhD,
CEng, ARSM, DIC, FIMMM, FIChemE, CSc

Members of staff
Secretary and Treasurer
Professor Andy Walker, BA, MSc, PhD, FInstP,
FRSE
Administrative Manager
Patricia Krus MA, PhD

Highlands and Islands, University of –
Professor Clive Mulholland BSc, PhD, CSci,
FIBMS, SFHEA, FRSA

Interim Grants Manager
Daniela Bolle MA (March – June 2016)

Queen Margaret University – Professor Petra
Wend PhD FRSA

Bursar
Kate Ellis BSc FCA DChA

Robert Gordon University – Professor
Ferdinand von Prondzynski MRIA BA LLB
PhD

Administrative Officer
Julianne Black

St Andrews, University of – Professor Louise
Richardson BA MA PhD FRSE (until January
2016)

Grants Assistant
Diane Stewart BA, MA

Auditors

St Andrews, University of – Professor Sally
Mapstone MA DPhil (from September 2016)

Henderson Loggie, 34 Melville Street,
Edinburgh EH3 7HA

Stirling, University of – Professor Gerry
McCormac BSc PhD

Bankers

Strathclyde, University of – Professor Sir Jim
McDonald FREng FRSE FIET FInstP

Lloyds Banking Group plc, Henry Duncan
House, 120 George Street, Edinburgh
EH2 4TS

West of Scotland, University of – Professor
Craig Mahoney BEd MA PhD TTC CPsychol

Investment Managers

Investment Committee

Martin Currie Investment Management Ltd,
Saltire Court, 20 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh
EH1 2ES

Richard Burns – Chairman
David Cumming MA
Sir Iain McMillan
Dr Alexander Nairn (from October 2016)
Stuart Paul LLB (until September 2016)
Mark Tyndall BA
Maxwell C B Ward MA
Audit Committee
Sir Iain McMillan –Chairman
Mrs Judith Sischy
Professor Nigel Seaton

Solicitors
Lindsays WS, Caledonian Exchange, 19A
Canning Street, Edinburgh EH3 8HE
Copies of the Royal Charter and of its By-Laws
may be obtained from the Secretary of the Trust
on payment of a reasonable charge. The charity
registration number of the Trust is SC 015600.
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Photo credits

Photo credits
Figure 1: Andrew Carnegie

Figure 24: Wendy McGlashan

Figure 2: Dame Anne Glover, Chair

Figure 25: Nikola Zotev

Figure 3: Book cover: Critical Art in
Contemporary Macedonia

Figure 26: Chris Kelly

Figure 4: Damien Anderson receiving the
Robertson Medal from Professor Dame Anne
Glover
Figure 5: Hula film poster, directed by Robin
Haig – Screening Filmhouse Edinburgh 16
September 2016
Figure 6: PhD Scholars Day 22 January
Figure 7: James Hunter & Myrna Kostash:
From the Clearances to Canada Edinburgh
Book Festival 2016, 15 August 2016
Figure 8: Dr Alison Cathcart – Explorathon’16,
30 September European Researchers Night
Figure 9: Dr Anita Quye showing dye samples
during Explorathon ‘16
Figure 10: Dr Anne Crilly (back row second
from left) and team
Figure 11: Vacation Scholar Dana Druka,
University of Aberdeen
Figure 12: David Moffat in Ghent
Figure 13: Duygu Gunes
Figure 14: Peter Sumner
Figure 15: Ronnie Mooney Poster
Figure 16: Catherine Mercer in Spain
Figure 17: Hollie Sneddon
Figure 18: Yvonne Smith
Figure 19: Yvonne’s exhibition
Figure 20: Frazer Anderson at Wembley
Stadium
Figure 21: Jennifer Wartnaby
Figure 22: Duke and Duchess of Cambridge at
BAFTA Event at Abertay University
Figure 23: Sarah Boyd
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Figure 27: Frazer Christie Standing in front of
Tunabreen Glacier, 78o North, during fieldwork
in Svalbard
Figure 28: Feyishayo Olukoya
Figure 29: A non-torsion, non-bi-lipschitz
element of the outer-automorphism group of
R. Thompson’s group V
Figure 30: Rebecca Walker
Figure 31: Eilidh Jack
Figure 32: Liviu Chirondojan
Figure 33: Dr Richie McCaffery
Figure 34: Dr Agnieszka Marszalek
Figure 35: Symbolic dome in front of Höfði
House, Reykjavik, displaying art work exploring
the impacts of Cold War military installations
on Iceland’s landscape. Co-created with local
Icelandic communities under the direction of
Roxane Permar, University of the Highlands
and Islands. Photograph by Susan Timmins
Figure 36: Dr Fiona MacLean
Figure 37: Dr Augusto Esteves
Figure 38: Dr Natascha Mueller-Hirth
Figure 39: Roxane Permar
Figure 40: Dr Nils Bunnefeld
Figure 41: Prof Niamh Nic Daeid
Figure 42: Dr Constanze Hesse
Figure 43: Dr Ian Overton
Figure 44: Professor Richard Ellis
Figure 45: Professor Geoffrey Parker
Figure 46: Professor Cornelia Weyand
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